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Car stereo equipment stolen
by Teresa Taranllno
staff reporter

Campus police are investigating eight incidents of items stolen from cars on two campus
parking lots during the weekend.
All of the thefts involved gaining access to the vehicle and
removing either stereos, stereo

speakers, tapes or other stereo
equipment from the car.
Five of the thefts occured in
lot 12, behind Offenhauer Towers. The other thefts were in lot 8
behind the cemetery on East
Merry Street. Both of the lots
are reserved for on-campus student parking.
Dean Gerkens, manager of the
police division, said most of the

thefts occurred either Thursday
or Friday and were reported to
Public Safety during the weekend.
Gerkens said this type of
crime is sporadic at the University.
in September 1984, there were
14 incidents of car access thefts
reported. In October of the same
year, there were eight reports.

"EVERY YEAR we'U have a
rash (of vehicle access reports),
and then it will die down again,
be said.
Gerkens said extra officers
have been assigned to patrol the
lots.
He said the lots are in widern areas and cruisers are
irly visible before they reach
the lot, making it difficult to

catch anyone, Gerkens said.
The police have no suspects in
the thefts.
"We don't know who it is. It
could Just be a person or group
of persons coming through and
working the area," Gerkens
said.
If you leave your car parked
for a length of tune in a campus
lot the best method of detenng

thieves is to install stereos and
equipment which can be removed and stored in a trunk or
in your room, Gerkens said.
Another precaution is to record the serial numbers of any
stereo equipment. "If we catch
someone (with stolen property)
we need serial numbers so we
can prove it belongs to ... whomever," he said.

Lettermen, Klein provide nostalgia
by Cralg Hergert
reporter

A sellout crowd of 4,500
packed Anderson Arena Saturday night for the tenth annual
Parents' Day Show to hear the
high energy comedy of Robert
Klein and the golden strains of

Klein gives views on college, page 6.
the Lettermen.
"This is more fun than television." Klein, a frequent guest
on talk shows for the last IS
years, told the audience. "We're

actually here." Much of his
hour-long routine drew from his
television experience. Saying
that he didn't want to give away
any TV secrets, Klein nonethe -

BG News/Kevin Hopkins

Robert Klein and the Lettermen

U.S., Israel meet in round two of peace talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan expressed optimism yesterday about
overcoming obstacles to the
opening of Arab-Israeli peace
talks this year, while Jordan's
King Hussein stressed that negotiations must take place at an
international conference attended by the Soviet Union.
Reagan and Hussein met for
nearly an hour in their second
round of talks this year. The
meetingcame against the backdrop otReagan's announcement

Friday of a controversial, $1.55
billion weapons package for Jordan.
The United States and Israel
have objected to holding peace
talks at an international conference because that would give the
Soviet Union a role in shaping
the future of the Middle East.
Israel does not have diplomatic
relations with Moscow, and the
Soviets have provided arms to
Syria and other Arab countries
hostile to Israel.
A senior administration offi-

Conservatives stall
equal pay legislation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional Democrats thought they
were waltzing toward passage of a law this year that would lead to
equal pay for women. Then House conservatives stopped the music.
Angry women's groups and labor unions say the few Republicans
who nave stalled the legislation with scores of amendments are
fighting a losing battle against one of the most significant women's
Issues of the decade.
But opponents - backed by President Reagan and major corporations - believe they are buying time to inform Americans that the
proposal to raise pay for certain jobs traditionally held by women
could destroy the economy.
At issue is a House bill scheduled for action this week pr
study whether women and minorities in the federal wo '
victims of pay discrimination.
If it becomes law, It could be used to establish a system of
comparable worth under which men and women would receive the
same salaries for different jobs judged to be of similar value. If the
bill fails, the women's movement and labor unions will have lost an
Important test of strength.
"IF THEY make this a big national issue, they're going to get a
black eye," predicts the bllPs sponsor, Rep. Mary Rose Dakar, DOhk).
"Women and minorities have a stake in the bill. If conservatives
want to fight it, good. Let them alienate the blacks, women and
Hispanics in their districts."
Dakar's pay equity bill passed the House by a 4134 vote last year,
but it never came up for a vote in the Republican-controlled Senate.
To Increase the chance of passage this year, the measure was
broadened to include minority groups. In addition, an identical bill
was introduced in the Senate by Sens. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and
Daniel Evans, R-Wash.

cial said Reagan and Hussein
focused their talks "very intensively" on the organization and
structure of an international
conference.
"I THINK headway has been
made. This is not the moment,
this is not the place to get into
the details of that headway,"
said the official, briefing reporters under rules granting him
anonymity.
Reagan and Hussein both
have talked about holding nego-

tiations under "appropriate ausSces" but have differed on what
at should be.
"We're not excluding anything," said a White House official, speaking privately. "We
are exploring what appropriate
'international auspices' might
contain. We don't want to get
involved in something where
Israel is made a spectator."
Reagan and Hussein made
joint statements outside the
White House diplomatic entrance before the king left in his

limousine.
Expressing hopes for talks
before the end of the year, the
president said, "There are complex and sensitive issues whch
must be resolved before actual
negotiations can begin, but I
believe these issues can be resolved.
He said negotiations should be
conducted under United Nations
resolutions calling on Israel to
withdraw from occupied Arab
territories in return for Arab
peace with Israel.

Residence damages decrease
Group billing
recoups losses
by PattJ Boerger
reporter

The University showed a 34
percent decrease in damages
to residence halls during the
1964-85 school year compared
with the previous year,
according to Jill Carr, director of on-campus housing.
The University first implemented the group billing policy during the summer of 1984
because the University had
been losing thousands of dollars each year from repairing
damages done by students.
Group billing means one
bill for damages to residence
halls from vandalism gets
divided among the residents
when no one claims responsibility for the damage.
The billing only occurs for
damages done in public areas
of the dorms (restrooms,
lounges and hallways).
For example if a restroom
mirror on the second floor is
broken, the second floor receives the bill.
DURING THE fall Of 1984

and the spring of 1985, the
reported damage for residence halls was over $37,000.
The University collected almost $13,000 by billing the
responsible people and almost $8,000 was recovered by
group billing.
The University paid for almost $17,000 in damages.
These are damages that occur from ordinary wear and
tear and damages that remain unnoticed after the semester ends. The University
has a budget for these damages, according to Carr.
The University houses
about 8,000 students. Divided
evenly, this means each oncampus resident could have
paid $2.11 for damages to
their residence hall last fall
and spring.
Before group billing, the
University only billed responsible people for almost 30
percent of the damages.
Now, with the group billing
policy, the University recovered up to 56 percent of the
damages by group billing and
by billing the responsible peoBroken glass and damage
to furniture are the most fre-

quent types of damages, Carr
said.
DURING THE spring semesters, "damages increase
because the residents experience 'cabin fever' after being
couped up all winter," said
Mike VanEss, Rodgers Hall
director.
Students are more willing
to admit the damages now
than in the past because their
friends could be billed, VanEss said.
Kim Moore, a resident of
Rodgers Quadrangle, said,
"Most major vandalism occurs from non-residents and
then we get billed for it"
Lynn Stuckey, also a Rodgers resident, said, "Many students feel that no one will find
out if they damaged something, so why not do it?"
Maintenance employees
and the hall staff decide if the
damage occured from ordinary wear or if vandalism
occurred.
A damage committee of
students reviews the damages and decides if the billing
is legitimate.

less gave an inside look at the
Tonight Show Alpo commercials, the kissing fetish on talk
shows and his own disappointing
performances on game shows.
"When I was on the $25,000
Pyramid," be said, "Penny
Marshall won $75,000 for her
partner. For mine I won a hair
curler."
Klein briefly recounted his
college career at Alfred University In New York. "I was attracted to Alfred because
Lovejoy's Guide to Colleges said
you could get in if you were in
thetop90percentile."
ORIGINALLY INTERESTED
in becoming a doctor until a few
things got ui the way - "things
like algebra, biology, chemistry,
dedication, talent" - Klein became a history/political science
major, "the perfect background
for a comedy career."
His routine contained evidence of his interest in the subject, as be shared observations
on Washington's Birthday mattress sales, the Civil War Chess
set and U.S. President James
Abram Garfield, an Ohioan
whom be claimed has been
slighted by history.
''Here's a man who had been
elected to Congress eight times
and men became president and
See Show, page 8.

Tax raised
on liquor,
perfume
WASHINGTON (AP) - Americans will find liquor and perfume more expensive and a
scheduled tax cut on cigarettes
likely to be scrapped when the
government's 1986 fiscal year
begins today.
And pressure begins on states
to adopt tough new laws to collect child-support payments
from absent parents.
The cigarette tax had been
scheduled to drop from 16 cents
a pack to 8 cents. However,
Congress now appears likely to
approve a bUl to keep it at the 18cent rate - meaning $5 billion in
extra revenue over the next
three years- and may also add
taxes to snuff and chewing tobacco.
The 8-ceat levy may be In
effect for a short time because it
appeared unlikely the House and
Senate could agree by last night
ondetaibofabUlextendingthe
full tax. Once a bill Is approved,
It almost certainly would be
retroactive to Oct. 1.
The states have their cigarette
taxes, too, and 17 of them have
enacted increases that take effect if the federal levy drops. Of
the 17, seven have laws that
would roll back the state tax
Increase if Congress reinstates
the full 16-cent federal tax.
WHILE THE Senate Finance
Committee has voted to impose
a federal tax on snuff and chewing tobacco, there is no certainty
that measure win become law.
That leaves the tax hike on
distilled spirits as the change
that will probably affect tEe
add llTbtnion to fie treasury
over the next three years.
In recent weeks, many liquor
o>alentookoutadvertisements
urging their customers to stock
up ahead of the tax boost.

Editorial
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Slipping
down
a
bogus
slope
Not kids' fault Proposed record ratings will not lead to total censorship
When Johnny Bigley, a 3-year-old AIDS victim in
Pasadena, Ma., wanted to attend nursery
school last January parents protested. Teachers
took the case to court.
The teachers in Pasadena overreacted. And.
unfortunately, their hysteric attitudes toward
Johnny Bieley's case have spread across state lines
and into Ohio.
Despite the fact that Ohio health officials have
said children with Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome should be allowed to attend school,
administrators in the Columbus school district - the
state's second largest school system - claim they
would take steps to keep such students from attending school.
Columbus school officials say students with AIDS
would be excluded from schools as carriers of an
infectious disease, such as measles or pneumonia.
Unlike measles or pneumonia, AIDS is incurable.
It lasts a lifetime. That's a long time to deny a child
the right to attend school.
Researchers aren't sure how the disease spreads.
But according to one Ohio Department of Health
official, "You are more likely to win the lottery
than get AIDS from sitting in a classroom."
Statistics show that by the time we reach adulthood, 70 to 80 percent of us have come in contact
with some form of AIDS. But there is no evidence
that it is spread through casual contact, such as
riding the bus, sharing a locker or drinking from a
water fountain.
Administrators from Cincinnati school district
say they will follow the recommendations of the
health department. Cleveland officials say they
will adopt their own policy on admitting students
with AIDS. Let's hope those a(lministrators' attitudes - unlike those coming out of Columbus - won't
stigmatize children who have contracted the disease through no fault of their own.

Register to vote
by Sherrod Brown
"When I get out of college and
I'm settled down, then I'll vote."
"I don't understand the issues.
Besides, what does one vote
matter anyway?"
As Ohio s chief elections officer, I have heard comments like
these from college students.
Many of you seem to feel that
your voice, your participation,
doesn't matter.
And when you're away from
home, particularly for the first
time, voting and being involved
in government may not top the
list of important changes in your
life.
But as adults who are obviously ready to learn more
about the world, it is a challenge
to begin. Students often complain that government leaders
from city council to the
Statehouse to the White House
don't pay attention to their
needs. That may be true, but
there's a reason.
Young people, as a group,
don't vote. Although the voting
age was lowered from 21 to 18
and registering to vote in Ohio
has been made easier, particularly for students, 18- to 24year-olds have the worst voting
record of any age group. Since
the Kennedy-Nixon election in
1960, the number of non-voters of all ages - has doubled.
Those who do not vote may be
expressing themselves by saying they were not satisfied with
the choices before them, or that
they're totally satisfied with the
way things are. But non-voters
don't help a candidate, they
don't support an issue, and they
don't send a message to elected
officials that changes must be
made.
My administration has sought
to institutionalize voter registration throughout the state, making it available wherever large
groups of people gather. In addition to traditional registration

sites, such as county Boards of
Elections, voter registration is
now available in a host of other
convenient places, including college campuses.
If you are 18 and you aren't
registered, you must do so by
October 7 if you intend to vote in
the November 5 election.
If you are registered in your
home town, October is the
month to request an absentee
ballot so you can vote by mail.
This can be done simply by
sending a signed note to the
Board of Elections in your home
county. The board must receive
the request by November 1, but
please do it now. You must allow
time for the ballot to reach you
in the mail and to be returned to
the board by Election Day, November 5. It you attend a college
within your home county, you
cannot vote absentee but must
return to your home precinct to
vote.
If you don't understand an
issue, take a moment to call a
local information group, such as
the nonpartisan League of
Women Voters. Read local
newspapers for coverage of who
the candidates are and where
they stand on the issues. Write
or call candidates for more information.
Remember: you have a stake
in everything that is decided on
Election Day, whether you
choose to take part in the decision or not.
Other citizens, usually older
people, will decide what classes
you are required to take, how
much you pay for car insurance,
and when you are old enough to
drink.
Getting involved is as easy as
signing your name. Take part in
a system that needs to hear from
you. Support candidates or issues that you believe in and fight
those that you do not. Don't let
someone else make those important decisions for you.
Brown is secretary of state for
Ohio.
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by Bruce L. Edwards
This is a tale of a slippery
slope. I'm sure you've heard of
the slippery slope; all politicians, philosophers and lettersto-the-editor writers use it. It's a
useful rhetorical weapon to use
when you're prophesying the
end of Western culture, and everything we hold dear. Just so
you don t miss it. let me define it
for you. A slippery slope is the
first step off the Cliff of Disaster, the sharp incline down
which we will slide toward certain destruction unless we turn
back now.
Slippery slopes generally have
been associated with conservatives, who have a penchant for
finding apocalyptic import in
almost any piece of legislation
or foreign policy decision. On
the other hand, rhetorical weapons often make strange bedfellows; I've noticed lately just
how many folks on the left use
the slippery slope as deftly as
folks on the right. Let me illustrate the phenomenon, starting
with a stereotypical "conservative" example.

masochism; masturbation;
forced sex, and the treatment of
women as slaves to male domination."
Put that bluntly, of course, no
one is going to subscribe to the
list. Who wants to be known as
somebody who champions sadomasochism? And so we're told
that merely by labelling the
products of such "artists" as
Prince, Twisted Sister and Iron
Maiden as "Adult" (which is
really1 a euphenism for "immature' ) that we're restricting
freedom and threatening the
constitution.
To all this I say poppycock.
This is one slippery slope we can
dispense with. Despite the posturing of semi-musicians like
Frank Zappa, the only thing
threatened by the proposed record labelling are the profits of

record executivies, who are predominantly men, and who could
care less about bow women,
adolescents, or the devoutly reliSious feel about the savagery,
ecadence, and misogyny characteristic of much roc* music.
Ear be it from me to say a
good word for prudery, but I find
Artie redeeming value in our
culture's post-60's erotomania
as it has been manifested in the
arts.
Spare me your tales of how
Swedish erotica has reduced sex
crimes in Scandinavia (their
suicide rate is the highest in the
world), your stories of how enriched your life has been since
beginning your collection of
Georgina Spelvin video cassettes, your testimonies about
how meaningless life would be
without access to Hustler or

William Burroughs'
Lmch.

Naked

If we must tolerate the pornographer's right to flood our
culture with vulgarity, I reserve
my right to be repulsed, to be
angered, to be active in opposition to the free trafficking of
such garbage. I reserve the
right to seek restricted access
for my children to anything so
physically damaging, whether it
means warning labels, brown
paper bags, or red-light disI also reserve the right to be
ashamed for people who use a
bogus slippery slope as an excuse for defending what is ultimately both anti-woman and
anti-human.
Edwards is an assistant professor of English at the University.

When an honest-to-goodness,
salt-of-the-earth, anti-communist wants to dramatize what
losing Nicaragua will mean to
North American democracies,
he intones, "Nicaragua is the
first domino to fall in Central
America to the ruthless and
godless Soviet empire; we are
headed down the slippery slope
that will mean certain destruction of all that we hold dear."
The slippery slope, in this case,
is a laissez-faire policy on Central American, left-wing
dictatorships. So far so good.
But I've encountered another
slippery slope lately; see if you
can recognize it. "If we start
putting ratings on rock music
albums, the next thing you know
they'll be telling us that we can't
read Lady Chatterly's Lover."
Did you catch it? This slipperly
slope translates into, "Rating
records is the first step toward
censorship and the loss of everything we hold dear." The odd
thing about "everything we hold
dear' is that it represents, in
this case, something like "sado-

(AM 6&R... RAeBfTFOOT, H0K55 Sfitf»• CP&T

Students harassed by BG cops
by Brock Blerman
Have you been stopped by the
Bowling Green City Police lately
for one reason or another?
Does the very thought of these
memories bring back nightmares?
There's no question that students are being taken advantage
of. The question is: What are the
students going to do about it?
Where does the problem lie? If
you've talked with some of the
cops on the force, you might ask
yourself whether they got past
eighth grade.
Oh, then there is their attitude
problem! Who do these guys
think they are, the Gestapo?
I talked with a friend the other
day who said he was pulled over
by a BG Policeman and the first
thing he asked my friend was if
be was a student. Gee, did it
matter whether this person was
right or wrong, or is he only a
student and an extra source of
income for the city.
Last semester, I was pulled
over on an absolutely false
charge, and not only was the cop
rude and obnoxious, but his first
words to me were also "are you
a student?"
Well, I went down to the police
department immediately and
filed harrassment charges.
So there you are with ticket in
hand and no idea why. Your first
notion might be to fight it in
court, and that's fine except
there's a judge on the bench
whose idea of justice is "students have rights?"
Witnesses, you say? Forget
having anyone testify, they'll
just end up getting ignored. Are
the judges only concerned with
how to squeeze the student for
more money? Do they really
give a rat's hiney about your
witness?
Many students went to Florida
for spring break, or more exactly Fort Lauderdale.
In Fort Lauderdale they do not
have an open container law.
Why? Because they would
rather see students walk the
streets with their beer than
drive with it
However, here in Bowling
Green, the city feels that if you

are seen with a beer in your
hands, it's an automatic $55 fine.
OK Boys and Girls.
Can you spell F-E-E-B-L-E MI-N-D-E-D!
Can you spell B-G P-O-L-I-CE!
Good, I knew you could!

the same as if I hadn't taken it to
court. Either way you don't lose
and maybe they'u stop wasting
the taxpayers' money and think
about what they're doing next
time and reconsider their position.

Did you know that during football season, there were groups
of people walking with open containers all around the streets
surrounding the stadium and no
one noticed...?
Who are these people? Do they
have more rights than the students?
"Hell, I'll still take it to
court," you say.
Go for it! I've been there three
times and each time the fine was

Recently I read a book by
Lincoln Steff ens called Shame of
Cities, in which be told of various cities around the country
who were controlled by the police and municipal courts. I wonder if he were still alive where
he would put BG?
Who are the BG judges? Are
these grafters collecting some
boodle on the side? who's to
say?
Do you feel that these cops
have been watching too much

Go to court and fight for your
rights. There is a chance you
may lose, but at least you'll have
been heard. That alone could
make the difference!
Biennan is a senior journalism
major from Warwick, HI.

by Berke Breathed
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T.J. Hooker? What I want to
know is what kind of an ego trip
they're on?
So what do we do to change
this you ask?
Next time you're stopped and
you feel the cop was rude, obnoxious, and above all, wrong,
and you feel harrassed: Hey
baby! Don't stand there with
your mouth open and take it, file
harassment charges and be
heard!
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Contest winners chosen
'Little things' turn out big for freshman's parents
by Valeric Qptak
sl«H reporter

It's the little things that count,
in life and in parenting.
That's why Susan Edberg,
daughter of John and Maggie
Edberg, said her parents should
be chosen as parents of the year.
And they were.
On Saturday, the Edbergs
from Grove Qty were awarded
with a proclamation from the
Office of the Mayor. In their
honor, September 28, 1965 was
proclaimed John and Maggie
Edberg Day.
"That was great," said Maggie Edberg, mother of five children.
The Edbergs also received
dinner certificates for both Sundance and Aspen, and on Saturday before the football game
joined President Olscamp for a
luncheon.
"It was one way to pay them
back for everything they've

done for me," said Susan Edberg, freshman author of the
essay which won the University
Activities Organization contest.
From 45 entries in the parentsof-the-year contest, Kdberg's
was chosen because of its simplicity, according to Mary Lisa
Linsley, director of public relations for UAO and coordinator of
the contest.
"A lot of the submissions
stressed one big thing (that their
parents had done), but Susan
said it wasn't one thing, but a lot
of little things that made her
parents so wonderful," she said.
THE YOUNGEST child of
five, Susan Edberg attributes
much of her affection for her
Cents to living alone with
m for four years.
"She got the only child treatment for a while, Maggie Edberg explained.
In her essay, Susan Edberg
explained that ber parents have
always given her the chance to

make her own decisions.
One example she can't forget
was in fourth grade, when she
wanted to take violin lessons.
"They knew I probably
wouldn't stick with it.1 but they
let me try it anyway,' she said.
Maggie Edberg also remembers the violin lessons.
"We wanted her to have her
chance, although we knew she
would quit," she said.
"And we still have the violin to
prove it,"she laughed.
The Edbergs also received a
silver bull from Kleavers Jewelers and a certificate from UAO.
Susan Edberg read her parents her winning essay, which
explained all the reasons she
thought they were special.
Maggie Edberg believes that
all children are as grateful to
their parents, but don't always
show It.
"I wish every parent could
have something like this written
to them," she said.

A man being processed Friday
at the Bowling Green Police
Station for stealing an automobile, escaped from a city
policeman, but was apprehended 90 minutes later.
The man, Ernest Housley, of

Detroit, was at the station being
charged with receiving stolen
property, when he escaped out
the south door of the building at
7:27 p.m.

Man escapes
from pol ice
■
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$5 HAIRCUT
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ASK FOR PEGGY
Expires 10/8/85

University police and the

<&REDKEN
products available

140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800
OPEN

WEEK OF WORKSHOP

October 14
October 21
October 28
November 4
November 11

November 18

TIME- all p.m.

STUDY SKILLS*
FOCUSING ON THE SENTENCE
LECTURE AND TEXTBOOK N0TETAKINC *
FOCUSING ON THE PARAGRAPH
OBJECTIVE TEST-TAKING*
FOCUSING ON THE PARAGRAPH (cont.)
READING STUDY SYSTEMS*
PASSING THE ESSAY EXAM (essay)*
SPELLING*
REVISION AND EDITING*
READING FLEXIBILITY AND EFFICIENCY*
COHERENCE: EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATION
& TRANSITION*
READING FLEXIBILITY & EFFICIENCY*
(overflow)
SPELLING (overflow)*
WRITING SUMMARIES & PARAPHRASING*

7flfr8:30
7:008:30
3:30-5:00
7:00*30
3:30-5:00
7:008:30
3:30-5:00
7:00*30
7:008:30
7:008:30
3:305:30

Tues. & Thurs
Mon.&Wed.
Mon.&Wed.
Mon. & Wed.
Tues. & Thurs
Mon.&Wed.
Tues. & Thurs
Mon. & Wed.
Tues. & Thurs
Mon.&Wed.
Tues. & Thurs

7008:30
3:305:00

Mon.&Wed.
Tues. & Thurs

3:305:00
7:00*30

Mon. & Wed.
Mon. & Wed.

Housley was being processed
at the Bowling Green Police

Station before being taken to
Wood County Jail.
Presently, there is no usable
jail facilities at the police station
because it has recently undergone a renovation.

Come and talk with

m*

Call 372-2343 for the details

FALL 1985 WORKSHOP SERIES

Housley had been checked out
by city police for hitchhiking
earlier in the day, before he
stole the automobile.

Interested in
a Foreign Service
Career?

The University Activities
Organization will advertise for
free (yes, free) for your,
group or organization in our showcases located in the Union Lobby.
Hurry. Limited space is available.

THE UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER and
THE STUDY SKILLS CENTER PRESENT

October 7

Wood County Sheriff's Department assisted in the search for
Housley. He was found by city
Slice shortly after 9 p.m. at
iph Thayer Chevrolet on
North Dixie Highway, said Police Chief Galen Ash.

Psst

N€$*'i

MONDAY-SATURDAY W0-5J0
THURSDAY'S TILL 8:00 p«

t

BG News/Joe Phelan
Cheering as the Falcons march toward their first touchdown, (from left) Barbara Leach, Maggie Edberg,
Susan Edburg, and John Edburg enjoy the game from the Presidents Box.

JIM JENSEN
U.S. Department of State
Presentation and Group Interviews
Thurs., Oct. 3
9 a.m. & 10 a.m.
University Placement Service
Recruiter Lounge
'Sign up at the University Placement
Services offices

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY—
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713.
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Hair, Skin and Nail Designers

352-4101181 (B) S. Main
352-4143 Bowling Green
| girls will be boys
■ nmng

Annette

ALL WORKSHOPS WILL BE CONDUCTED AT THE
UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER, 303 MOSELEY HALL.
REGISTRATION REQUIRED
Please call The Office for
Academic Enhancement. 372-8840.
•Please Register for the
Workshops of Your Choice
by Friday, October 4, 1985.
•16 Students per workshop.

'These Workshops offered
for Extra Credit by
EDCI 100.

55%BPF^nnvrcfs-—i
with this coupon

Free of Charge

A SERVICE OF. THE STUDY SKILLS CENTER AND
THE UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER

Hair Cut, Manicures, Pedicures, Facials,
Perms, Make-up Demo, Facial Waxing,
Eyebrow Arching, Eyelash S Eyebrow Tinting,
Geometric Haircoloring, Straightening,
Sculptured Nails, Nail Tips & Wrapping
Annette, Cindy, Judy, Diana

Judy
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Greek Week springs into fall
by Janet Pavaiko
staff reporter

For the first time since
1978, Greek Week is being
held during the fall semester
instead of the spring semester.
Increased involvement was
an underlying factor in
switching the week of events,
which take place this week,
said Brad Krider, Inter-Fraternity Council Greek Week
chairman.
"During Greek Week, unity
between University sororities
and fraternities is stressed,"
he said. "With a new school
Eand new pledges, we
to get more people insd."

I

KRIDER SAID the "Never
Again" campaign against
drunk driving will again be
combined with Greek Week
activities. The campaign began last spring after two University students were killed
by a drunk driver on their
way to Florida.

PUFF'S

A?r*
&
1

According to Krider, this
Eear's theme,, "Fall into
reek Week 85," incorporates new events and traditional Greek Week events.
"A new addition to Greek
Week is a rpledge day picnic,"
he said. 'Greek Week will
conclude with greek games
sponsored by the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority and
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity."

"Combining the activities
is for the betterment of Greek
Week and 'Never Again,' " he
said.
According to Tony Kalich,
Greek Week "Never Again'1
chairman, University fraternities and sororities have
adopted a policy to cancel
their social functions during
Greek Week and donate
money that would have been
spent on alcohol to the
''Never Again" fund.
"Throughout Greek Week
the 'Never Again' campaign
will be at the Union oval selling T-shirts, buttons and
stickers," Kalich said. "On
Oct. 4, we will sponsor a
'Never Again' night out,

\

^*?.

Large 2 item fe%
Pizza with 2 Cokes
1 block west of campus

Have your resume
professionally photo-typeset on Campus
and save 50%!
(compared to downtown prices)

RESUMES
$14.00
Includes:
• 5 free copies on your choice
of quality paper
• Choice of many type styles
• No extra charge for borders

y

JJjel1ie&m£u^swrtj£rwe

Classified Staff
Council would
like to THANK
the following
sponsors of
Classified Staff
Recognition
Day '85

we deliver
440 E. Court

Play It Safe

|MHBDOULU-E-!JIDa^^B]Q

$5.95

pDfHHE=)QG

|

|
1
a
I

which is a non-alcoholic evening of entertainment and
information concerning
drinking and driving."
Kalich said the "Never
Again" campaign has
changed the image most people have of fraternity members.
"Most people tend to think
of fraternity boys as always
boozing and drinking," he
said. "The work we are doing
with drinking and driving
says that we care enough to
be responsible for our actions
and to help others."
Kalich said that "Never
Again" has received letters
from organizations and individuals praising the efforts of
the campaign.

Personnel Services
Athletic Dept.
Theatre Dept.
University Bookstore
Continuing Education
Dept.
Grounds Crew
Alumni Association
Food Operations
University Union
College of Musical Arts
Biology Dept

Heavy traffic affects
mail, parking services
by Patti Skinner
staff reporter

While the weather cooperated
for Parents Weekend some problems did occur with mail deli very and parking sevices.
Herb Wallace, Bowling Green
Post Office supervisor of delivery and collection, said MacDonald Quad and Ashley and
Batchelder Halls in Kreischer
Quad did not receive mail.
"We couldn't get close to
Kreischer because of the traffic
and McDonald was blocked by
garbage so we couldn't get to the
door, he said. "Our guys are on
a time schedule and can't wait
around."
To prevent the problems in the

Meadowview Courts
Apartment

future Wallace said they could
deliver early in the morning or
the late afternoon when visitors
begin to clear out or arrange to
drop the maU off at the campus
post office.
Wallace said the problem only
affected one or two residence
halls and usually occurs when
students are moving in and out.
On game days they fry to deliver
the mail before the game.
Jean Yarnell, parking services director, said they had the
"usual problems" of people
parking in fire lanes, loading
docks, and on the grass.
The garbage trucks couldn't
?et in to pick up garbage, and
arnell said the problem was
worse around Harshman Quad
and the Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Phi Kappa Tau fraternities.

$265 plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

Food Operations downplayed
the recent outbreak of gastroenteritis with a printed letter to
hand out at the cafeteria cash
registers this weekend. The letter clarified that the illnesses
seem to have been caused by a
virus and not food poisoning,
and there was nothing Food Operations could do to prevent the
outbreak.

All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at 8" and High St.
Hours: Mon.-FH. 9-4:30
214 Napoleon Rd.

Jane Schimpf, Food Operations director, said the letter
was a good way to answer any
parents' questions, but it would
have gone out regardless of Parents' Weekend.

Call now ot 352-1195

• Two Bedroom Unfurnished

Typesetting Services
Instructional Media Center
110 Education Building

372-7418
Bring this ad when you place your order
and receive an additional 10% off your resume.

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
lecture presented

JOHN M0LL0Y
author of
"Dress for Success"
and
"Live for Success"

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.
Ask us about NaturalTint,Msoft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.

Wednesday, October 9
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Students free
Non-students - $1.00
sponsored by
THE UNIVERSITY ACnVITIES ORGANIZATION
in conjunction with
University Placement Services, University Bookstore
and Women in Communication

When you want to change your natural eye color. liven up
your eyet with NaturolTInt »oft context lenses. Available
In cryttal blue, oqua. jode and soble that'll help you look
your bast whil. improving your vision. Of court*. the only
way to find out how good you'll look it to try on a pair
of NaturolTInt lenses for yourself. Call ut today for an
appointment.

B * L Natural Tint Contacts..
. '75.88
B* L Extended Wear Contacts
. '5f .00
Permo Flex Extended-Wear Contacts
••9.00
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses
•39.88
Profess/ono/ Fees 4 Sterilization £» fro
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift

Burlington Optical Inc.
Hie I. Weetter, Steefee Mm. Be*** Gceee 152-1533
IvM i. ReynoMt M.. ToUee 3U-MM
SIN Sytvenla Ave., Teteeo 479-1113

DON'T MISS THESE PARTIES
on

TUESDAY: LADIES NIGHT
Doors open at 7:30 pm for the
8:00 male strippers
After 9:30 gentlemen may enter
at their own risk!!
(19 and over)

WEDNESDAY: "OVER THE
HUMP" PARTY
FREE PIZZA TILL 10 P.M.
(18 and over)
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2,000 enjoy festivities

Good weather, turnout for Community Day
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

BG News/Alex Hotvalh
Showing how pottery making done to the many young onlookers at the Community Day festival Russel
Keller, junior ceramics major, spinned one of many pots that he had on display.

Sunny skies and warm temperatures helped make Sunday
a pleasant Community Day '85
for the estimated 2,000 people
who turned out at City Park.
The day's events went
smoothly, according to Dave
Barber, chairman of the Community Day steering committee.
"It went excellent," he said.
"As far as I know, we stayed
within our budget and had more
people than we expected."
Later in the day, the unexpected numbers began to take
their toll on the food supply as
the barbequed ribs, chicken and
hot dogs ran out, he said.
There were many attractions
at the festival, which began at 1
p.m. and finished around 6 p.m.
One of the most popular activities featured games played by
four area Softball teams. In the
first game, representatives
from the city administration,
including Mayor Bruce Bellard,
defeated University officials 6-4.
The second game was never

operations at the University,
organized a University display
in the Girl Scout building. One of
the demonstrations, from the
School of Technology, showcased the use of robotics as a
robot picked up pencils and gave
one to each visitor.
The Public Relations Department compiled a brief series of
pictures which illustrated the
University and bow it has
changed in its 75 years of existence.
Vogt praised the University
for its input in the Community
Day festivities.

close as the WTVG-13 news department drubbed the city
safety forces team, comprising
fire and police department
members, 294.
IN OTHER events, WTVG
news anchor Jeanine Lauber
emceed a talent show featuring
10 performances from several
local residents and University
students.
"She did a real nice job for
us," Barber said. "There were
some very good acts throughout
the day.
Karl Vogt, vice president for

The Getaway
October Special

Cider and Doughnut 55$
eat in or carry out
with coupon

998 S. Main

Expires 10/n

352-4162

■rww

The SRC Needs Your Help!
♦
♦
♦
♦

Tip Your

♦
♦
♦

Pizza
Driver!

Volunteers are needed for the
Th Annual Triathlon
CHECK OUT
OUR MANY
NEW
RELEASES
• ••

Barney's
Video

and VHS
Tapes

Collect 9 slots and get FREE movie!

•)•)••)•

COMING SOON
BEVERLY HILLS COP & GHOSTBUSTERS

E

-H

IAH

EDUCATIONAL

LaOM

CENTER LTD.

TfST MKMHADGM WCULOTS SMCC IBM
CdiiDays Eves 4 Weekends

Meetings: Tues., October 1
7:30 p.m.
Wed., October 2
9:00 p.m.
Location: SRC Conference Room
Must atttend one meeting
Contact Michelle Harder or Larry McDonald
with questions 372-2711

BWEAKfABT
CUUB

Hr*-Hi

'Student Recreation Center

We Carry
Both Beta

.Hawaiian

AMADEUS

536-3701
Suite 201
Toledo, OH 43406
**-**** O-ms in Mot* 'htn \n Kao> U I C*t» • AMM
OUTUMN T IIITIULLTOUFIVf M»m-im

I

€ 5

f \ 945 S. Main, B.G.
{iqPt
11 a.m. doily

M9£

3550 Secor Rd.

POQliOTS
For Free Delivery
Ph. 352-7571

j

1MJ N. 1MBSt.. t.C. 154-1401
Mon. Sal. 10-9; Sun. IIS

#£

NOW SERVING YOU WITH THE SAME HIGH
QUALITY SERVICE BUT A T LOWER PRICES

<&
A

1

—COUPON—

•^

DELIVERY ONLY ^^f

GOOD FOR

1 FREE S. SALAD
— and —
/
Louri. Pick»tt

00

Perms 25

Expires Oct. 30.

352-HAIR

M
/'

Su. N.wlove

1 FREE DESSERT
WITH AMYLAKCl "SHCI/U" HZZA
(No othor coupon occoptod)

Haircuts 7^

d

LOCATED AT 143 E. WOOSTER
UNDER THE BLUE CANOPY
"Just a short walk from campus."

SEBASTIAN • NEXUS
MATRIX • REOKEN

Pizza & Salad Smorgasborg
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. $3.75 Inside only
Wood County ^
Humane Society 11
would gratefully like I
to thank the
Delta Tau Delta:
fraternity for their i
help in cleaning up
our building and j
grounds.
■

WINE SHOP
TAKE A BREAK FROM FAST FOOD
WITH OUR EARLY MORNING SPECIALS!

1 FREE CUP
!
OF *
i
COLUMBIAN COFFEE {
Limit 1 coupon per visit please

1FREE
BREAKFAST ROLL
Limit 1 coupon per visit please

Exp. 10/8 !

Exp. 10/8 |

F56'"OFF1!
Any MMll 10" pin.

■rtaaaoi

Stop) in aad pick ipoMofmr Early Morning papers.
* Plain Dealer
* Wall Street Journal *Sentinel Tribune
+C/.S.A. Today
*Toledo Blade
* Sunday N.Y. Times

Across from Harshman Quad on Wooster St.
!■#■'

t

<m~~mm>

353-5731

'•»••*••

——^t cowo. iiSm*

iW***
•

* BO News
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4 p.m
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In 'klein 'ed to enjoy college life Charity ties on
new campaign

by Craig Hcrgert
reporter

Comedian Robert Klein, who
went to New York's Alfred University during the '60s, said in a
post-performance interview that
the students of the'80s aren't all
that different from previous college students.
'They do tend to be more
'nose to the grindstone,' " be
said, "but I think that's good, for
the most part"
There is a negative aspect to
this seriousness, he said.
:
"There is less chance-taking
now, which is bad. Courses like
philosophy are going by the wayside and that's regrettable because there is an element of

college that cant be measured
by your degree."
All in all; he said, "college is
one of the nicest atmospheres a
person can have."
Klein called his own college
experience wonderful, but said
it didn't start out that way.

"IT WAS initially lousy. I had
a disastrous freshman year. I
was the most urban kid there.
Plus it was a dry town." Klein
said the conservative nature of a
town dominated by Seventh Day
Adventisfs and Baptists made
things difficult at first for a
young Jew.
One of the hottest comedians
in the 1970s, Klein said he hasn't
followed the careers of the cur-

Discover The Great

rent crop of funny men enough
to pass judgment on them.
"Show business is so consuming
that when the meter is off, I
want to set away from it. Consequently I'm more poorly versed
on the new comedians than I'd
like to be."
He did say, though, that nihilism and vulgarity seem to have
dominated recent material.
"In some cases, cleverness
has gone out the window," he
said. "I don't object to vulgarity
in comedy in and of itself because it's part of the language.
But I do object to it whenft's
cruelly used."
TV WATCHERS accustomed
to seeing Klein in eight-minute
doses during his talk show appearances will be able to see
more of him this week. He appears in the George Burns comedy series Wednesday and on
The Twilight Zone Friday.

He is especially pleased with
the Twilight Zone episode, which
he liked from the moment he
read the script. "I saw the finished product and it was really
good. It was directed by horror
film director Wes Craven, and it
is really well done."
Klein would like to do more
television in the future, if he can
stay in New York and if he can
find the right vehicle. He said he
has turned down many offers in
the past, including the parts of
Valerie Harper's husband in
Rhoda, Robin Hood in When
Things Were Rotten and Trapper John in M'A'S'H.
A Tony award nominee for his
performance in "They're Playing Our Song," Klein said there
is a possibility that he will be
returning to Broadway in the
next year, playing Oscar Levant
in a musical based on the life of
the composer.

American Heart
Association

V

BREAKFAST

GETA-WAY

Applications for participation in

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
1985-86

United Way begins campus drive
by Julie Fauble
staff reporter

United Way kicked off its
1985 campaign yesterday by
tying a large, white ribbon
around a tree near McFall
Center.
In an official ceremony,the
University's United Way
Steering Committee; President Olscamp; Mary Edmunds, vice president for
student affairs and Karen
Williams, campaign director
of the United Way of Greater
Toledo, tied the ribbon
around the tree to symbolize
the start of the campaign,
said Cindy Fisher, public relations coordinator of the
committee. Later this week
volunteers will put up 300
more ribbons around campus, she said.
This year the University's
United Way campaign plans
to raise at least $60,000, a goal
15 percent higher than last
year, said Jim Utwin, general chairman of the steering
committee for the campaign.

Haircut

Deadline for applications: Monday, Oct. 14
Start the day out
right.
Relax, take your
time, and enjoy our
bountiful breakfast
spread. Featuring
our fantastic Egg
Toppers — a delicious way to make
your scrambled
eggs something special. A Fresh Fruit
Bar. And a breakfast bill of fare you
have to see to
believe.

MONDAY
THROUGH
TRIDAY

And for weekends
we have a $3.69
weekend buffet
with even more
great selections.
Remember, kids
10 and under
$1.59. Kids under
5 free. Served
Monday-Friday
until 11:00. Saturday and Sunday
until 12:00.

PONDEROSA

For more information, contact Professor
Tsuneo Akaha, Dept. of Political Sciences

The campaign this year includes a self defense
workshop Sunday at 7 p.m. in
the combatives/dance room
and an aerobics hour Oct. 13
at 7 p.m. in the activites room
in the Student Recreation
Center, Fisher said.

■■expires 10-7-85 n

are now available from
Dept. of Political Science
Participants will study and discuss globalissues facing the United Nations,
present a simulation of the Security
Council on campus, and go to the
National MCJN in New York City, etc.

THE MONEY from the
campaign is used to support
more than 70 area agencies
and services such as The
Link, The Red Cross and Mobile Meals, Utwin said. He
added that three new agencies, the Wood County Council
on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse, the Sandusky Valley
Domestic Violence Shelter,
and Legal Services of Northwestern Ohio, will receive
support from United Way.
The theme for the campaign, which is part of the
Greater Toledo Area campaign for the United Way, is
''Listen to your Heart." Utwin said there are posters to
be displayed and a song to be
played on WBGU-FM that
follow the theme.

Reg. $10

Hours
Mon. - 9:30 - 5:00
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. • 9:30 • 4:00

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where quality comes first"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center

Lois

Suite

352-2566

can 372-2715 or
372-2222 tor
reservations

United way

Leah

University Theatre
presents

CHARLEY'S AUNT
October 3-5,10-12
Main Auditoruim
University Bali
SBSU, 3:00 p.m.

1544 t. Woo«rStrr*t
352-0461

o' Greatef Toledo

\

NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPOINT *
STUDENT MEMBERS TO ACGFA
Eight student organizations each select one student member to the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students interested in
being considered for selection to ACGFA may contact one of the
organizations listed below. The selection process will be completed by
Friday, October 18, 1985.

Introduces

Black Student Union
Resident Student Association
Commuter Off-Campus Organization Third World Graduate Association
Latin Student Union
Women for Women
Panhellenic Council
World Student Association

price Hors d'oeuvres, Appetizers
& Pizzes
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Phi Gamma Delta
Would Like To Congratulate Its New 1985
Fall Pledge Class
Matt Weixel
Scott Geringer
Russ Fish
Jeff Engstrom
Rob Delaney
Mike McLaury
Dan Sabolsky
Dave Morrow

I

Chris Myers
Doug Born
John Lavin
Tom Hendershot
Rich Riley
Scott Larrick
Rob Rough
Dan Hall

and Initiates
Steve Lewis
Dan Gels
Joe Leonard

u.

Kelly Chalfant
Dan Lebold
Barry Jones

3
u?

FLil FLU FLU FIJI FUI FUI FIJI FUI FUI FIJI FUI FIJI FUI FUI FUI FLU FLU FUI FUI FUI Fill FUI PHI Fill FLJ|'5

Monday-Thursday
9:00 p.m.-ll:00 p.m.
"Aspen Welcomes 19 year olds
with the largest selection of Domestic
& Imported Beers in Town."
90 3£ CASUAL DRESS ACCEPTABLE

SWW

News Briefs
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Special
Coupon
Savings

Lights out for a brighter view of Halley's Comet
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) - Astronomer George
Eberts takes a dim view of city street lights and
wants to ask city officials to turn out street lights
this fall so residents can have a better view of
Halley's Comet.
Eberts, an astronomy teacher at Ohio University, says he will enlighten city officials on what
he calls light pollution, which can hamper the
viewing of Halley's Comet.
"I would like to see City Council pass a resolution to turn out the lights on certain dates at
certain times. Otherwise, nobody in the city will

be able to see the comet," Eberts said.
The best time for viewing the comet will come
during roughly 12-day periods in December, January. March and April. Eberts hopes street lights
can be turned out during parts of those viewing
"windows."
"It might lust be for a couple of hours during the
observing times," he said. "I would suspect we
would only be talking about short periods of
time."

■ -■. O. NEWS COUPON..

Reagan to promote tax reform proposal in Cincinnati
CINCINNATI (AP) - President Reagan plans to
address corporate executives and chat with workers at a soap-making plant Thursday when he
visits Cincinnati to promote his tax reform proposal, White House spokesmen said yesterday.
Rep. Willis Gradison, R-Ohio. a member of the
Hous*. Ways and Means Committee which is now
reviewing Reagan's tax proposal, is to accompany Reagan to this Ohio River city aboard the
Air Force One from Washington, a Gradison aide
said.
The president plans to tour the Procter &
Gamble Co.'s soap-making plant in Ivory dale,
part of Cincinnati, and have lunch with plant
workers in a cafeteria there before addressing

Limit 2 with coupon (Additional Quantities $1.68)

corporate executives at a luncheon at the Cincinnati Institute for Small Enterprise, part of the
Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.
Gradison said he supports Reagan's tax proposal, and has said he thinks the House can complete
action this year on a tax reform bill.
"I'm sure the president knows he doesn't have
to twist Bill's arm to get his support, because Bill
has described himself as a 'hawk' on tax reform,"
Boster said.
Procter & Gamble officials also have generally
supported Reagan's tax reform plan. John Smale,
P&G's president, testified in support of tax reform in June before the House Ways and Means
Committee.

s?s<r PEPSI
NO MINIMUM
PURCHASE
REQUIRED
Valid at both
Bowling GrMn
Food Town stores
thru Oct. 6,1985

Taiwanese businessmen stop *n* shop in Ohio
WASHINGTON (AP) - Businessmen from Taiwan are scheduled to stop in Ohio this week and
arrange to pick up a few things - like $13.5 million
worth of com and $11 million ui soybeans, officials
said yesterday.
The 38 Taiwanese businessmen and other officials on the "procurement mission" have a $26
million shopping list, said Moses Chens, secretary
of Taiwan's Coordination Council for North American Affairs.
The group, which is to arrive in Columbus on
Thursday, is expected to sign contracts for 108,000
metric tons of yellow corn and 54,000 metric tons
of soybeans, Cheng said.
The delegation will also purchase a $1.5 million

electric chlorinator from Eltech Systems Co. of
Chardon for the Taiwan Power Co. In addition, the
group will spend $319,500 on a large field digital
eama camera for the National Taiwan University
[ospital.
The Ohio stop is part of a 15-state tour to
conclude contracts expected to total $350 million.
It is the 11th such "buy America" delegation to
tour the United States since 1978.
Tony Logan, of the Ohio Department of Agriculture, sai<f Friday's purchase will not be the
largest the Far Eastern nation has made during a
trade mission to Ohio. "It's slightly less than some
previous years," said Logan, "but the difference
may be made up in some industrial purchases."
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Cottonelle

352-4162

We deliver 7"am to 9** weekdays, 7*
Saturday, No delivery Sun.
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PURCHASE
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Valid at both
Bowling Grew
Food Town stores
thru Oct. 6, 1985

Credit Card
SEEDLESS

HLEH,S

0000

Umn*Cnd»Cm4lK*i*t—n»onAiw+f

4 LBS. OR MORE FRESH

2%Lowfat Ground
Red
Grapes
Milk
Beef
GALLON
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Juniors, Seniors,
Graduate Students

Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
Oct. 2, 3, 4
^frffity*
BA Lobby
-7f^ftt^rfSEARS
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

77<
SAVE 52*

DRIGGS FARMS

POUND

[ Establish a Rood credit rating now. Apply for a
Sears Credit Card while you're still In school.
I There are a number of benefits you'll receive by
I applying for a Scars Credit Card as a student. As you
I may know, credit grantors may assess your qualificaI tions differently after you graduate.
• You will have been in your new job only a
short time.
| • You may have lived in your new residence only
a short time.
• You may be earning an entry-level income.
All of the above arc good reasons to apply for your
Sears Credit Card now - while you're still in school.
A Sears Credit Card can identify you as a
responsible adult to other credit grantors
I If you are a responsible person, with the ability to pay
bills. Sears believes you deserve credit. And a Sears
Credit Card could be your first step in establishing
| the credit you'll need in the future.
Here are a few of the many benefits you'll
receive with a Sears Credit Card:
| • There's no annual fee or hidden credit charges with
a Sears Credit Card and everything you purchase is
backed by Sears famous promise, Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Your Money Back."
| • wherever you live, travel, or move, your Sears
Credit Card is good at more than 3000 Scars Retail
and Catalog stores coast to coast.
• With a Sears Credit Card, you can stretch your
payments over a period of months, if you wish.
I A Sears Credit Card can be used to purchase items
you'll need after graduation, such as a new business
wardrobe for interviewing or furnishings for your
new home.
Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

4 Roll

BATH
TISSUE

B. G. NEWS COUPON'

Saars, Roebuck and Co.

D 00000 00000 0

ggc

5 Lb.

Valid at both
Bowling Green
Food Town stores
thru Oct. 6,1985

Expires Oct. 11
ol Greater Toledo

I

Limit 1 with coupon Staff or Pioneer

50*off 1 dozen
Doughnuts with coupon
998 S. Main

SAVE $1 67-PLUS DEPOSIT

B. G. NEWS COUPON'S. G. NEWS COUPON"

The Getaway

United W&y

98*

8

16 oi.
Mi.

39

POUND

88*

MANUFACTURER CLOSE OUT WHILE THEY LAST

Name Brands

watch sale
Seiko • G ruen • Citizen • Benrus • Helbros

GOLD TONE
WATCHES

SILVER TONE
WATCHES

29
1043 N. MAIN

Doily 8am-Midnite
Sunday 9am-9pm

39
food
own

95

840 S. MAIN

Daily 8am- 10pm
Sunday 9am-9 pm

Features in this ad (except watches) effective thru Sun., Oct. 6 at both stores.

Elsewhere
3 arrested as welfare workers strike
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CLEVELAND (AP) - More
than 1,000 welfare workers in
Ohio's most populous county
were off their jobs yesterday in
the first day of a strike marked
by reports of skirmishes on
picket lines. Three union members were arrested on disorderly
conduct charges.
Although officials said they
would try to continue serving
some 360,000 welfare clients in
Cuyahoga County, which includes Cleveland, County Com-

mission President Timothy
Hagan said the county would
seek a temporary restraining
order to limit pickets "so the
poor won't be intimidated."
The walkout, called by American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees Local
1746, focuses largely on money
issues that have not been settled
since the county's contract with
the workers expired Feb. 15.
AFSCME officials want 5 percent across-the-board raises,

Ruby Steiner and Vontaine
Smith were arrested on disorderly conduct charges. All were
released on their own recognizance.
Deputy County Administrator
Stephen Rowan said the union
members were arrested for allegedly blocking the entrance to
a downtown welfare office. He
said he also had reports of strikers hitting employees. At a welfare office on the city's east side,
police had to clear the way be-

but the county has offered a 3
percent increase. Current wages
range from $11,000 to $19,000.
THE UNION also wants to
maintain step increases based
on longevity - something county
officials say they no longer can
afford.
Jesse Johnson, regional director for the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees, said three union
members - Theodoria DeScott,
a union steward, and members

fore people could get inside, he
said.
Johnson denied union members had been violent. But be
said a supervisor at one welfare
office had pulled a gun on a
striker and then escorted an
employee across a picket line.
At the Metzenbaum Children's
Center, he said a car drove
through a group of people on a
Kckef line. No one was seriously
jured, he said.
THE AFSCME bargaining

unit represents 1,574 workers,
but official county figures only
show "900 and some" as duespaying members. Rowan said.
Union leaders claim 1,246 members.
By late yesteray morning,
Rowan said 41 percent of the 2,- ;
497 employees at the Department of Human Services were
not at their jobs. He said the
missing workers included those
on strike as well as employees !
on sick leave or vacations.

Health agency involved in lawsuits Narcolepsy not
just pillow talk

COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio's attorney general moved yesterday
against the national Blue Cross
& Blue Shield Association,
charging in federal court that
the association was attempting
to restrict competition among
Ohio health insurance companies.
Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze said he had filed a
motion in U.S. District Court in
Toledo that includes a counterclaim against the national
Blue Cross organization, alleging violations of the federal
Sherman Antitrust Act and the
state's Valentine Act.
The national Blue Cross &
Blue Shield Association filed suit
in federal court last week,
charging that Community Mutual Insurance Corp. of Cincinnati was violating the Blue Cross
& Blue Shield licensing
agreement by using the Blue

Cross-Blue Shield names.
U.S. District Judge Nicholas
Walinski issued a temporary
restraining order that prevents
Community Mutual from selling
hospitalization plans in northwestern Ohio under the Blue
Cross & Blue Shield name or
logo. A hearing is set for Oct. 9
on Blue Cross-Blue Shield's request for a preliminary injunction.
AT THE center of the dispute
is a planned merger of Blue
Cross of Northwest Ohio with
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of
Northern Ohio. The merger,
scheduled for completion in December 1986, would allow the
Toledo plan to sell both Blue
Cross hospitalization coverage
and Blue Shield medical and
surgical coverage.
The Toledo plan currently contracts with a Worthington com-

pany for Blue Shield coverage.
Because the Worthington company recently completed a
merger with Community Mutual, both the Toledo plan and
Community Mutual now claim
rights to Toledo's 420,000 Blue
Shield customers.
Community Mutual, formed in
1964 through a merger of the
Cincinnati-based Blue Cross
plan and the Columbus-based
Blue Shield plan, also has announced plans to open offices in
Columbus and Cleveland to compete with Blue Cross-Blue Shield
carriers in those cities.
Celebrezze said he wants to
end the traditional practice by
which the state's various Blue
Cross and Blue Shield sellers
divided the state into exclusive
marketing areas.

Cross & Blue Shield Association
in its suit are "anti-competitive
agreements" that violate federal and state antitrust laws.
In his motion, Celebrezze
charged that agreements among
Blue Cross-Blue Shield carriers
in Ohio had divided the state into
exclusive marketing territories.
Under these agreements, Hospital Care Corp., now part of
Community Mutual, was allocated 36 counties in southern
Ohio as well as in Canton,
Youngstown and Lima. Blue
Cross of Northeast Ohio was
allocated Cleveland and 11 surrounding counties; Blue Cross of
Central Ohio had 29 central Ohio
counties; and Blue Cross of Toledo was allocated 12 northwestern Ohio counties.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield officials could not immediately be
reached for comment on Celebrezze's action.

HE SAID the licensing
agreements cited by the Blue

S. Africa rules out black full vote
Soviets
kidnapped
in Beirut
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) Three Soviet diplomats and a
doctor working at the Soviet
Embassy were kidnapped by
gunmen in Moslem west Beirut
yesterday, radio stations reported.
After they were abducted, the
radio stations reported that two
Soviet Embassy cars were found
abandoned.
Police were not able to confirm the kidnapping immediately. Soviet Embassy
personnel could not not be
reached by telephone.
The radio stations identified
the three Soviet diplomats as
Arkady Katayov, Oleg Spirin
and Valery Kornev. The doctor
was not identified.
It was the first time Soviets
had been reported kidnapped in
west Beirut since gunmen began
seizing foreigners in January
1984.
The Christian Voice of Lebanon linked the kidnapping to a
threat by the shadowy Shiite
Moslem islamic Jihad on Sunday to strike against leftists
supporting a Synan-backed offensive against fundamentalist
Moslem fighters in Tripoli, Lebanon's second largest city.

Council advises the government
on legislation. It was restructured last year to include mixedrace and Asian members, after
legislative bodies with limited
Cer were established for
e minorities. But whites remain in control.
Rioting continued in black
townships. Police said mobs
killed three blacks and set fire to
their bodies in the latest outbreak of black-against-black violence.
MORE THAN 700 blacks have
been killed since rioting began
against apartheid, the race laws
that guarantee privilege for
South Africa's 5 million whites
and deny rights to the 24 million
blacks. Most died at the hands of
police, but some are victims of

other blacks who accuse them of
being informers or of cooperating with the white government.
Botha offered no specifics in
his speech to a congress of his
ruling National Party in the
Cape Province city of Port Elizabeth. He said details must be
negotiated.
ft contained none of the bellicosity that characterized his remarks to the Durban party
congress Aug. 15, in which he
said full voting rights for blacks
would take the white minority
"on a road to abdication and
suicide."
Disappointment over the tone
and contents of the Durban
speech caused international reaction that thrust the country
deeper into financial crisis.

ShOW Continued from page 1.
all we remember him for is that Klein shared observations about
he was shot by a disappointed the world of sports, including
office-seeker. If you look up Gar- Herschel Walker's decision to
field, James Abram in the ency- sign a $15 million pro contract
clopedia, you'll find "See office- two months short of his college
degree.
seeker, disappointed."
Joined by pianist Bob Stein, a
Several times during his performance, Klein asked mem- music school graduate "who
bers of the BG women's uses the Roy Clark Big Note
volleyball team about the "vio- Songbook," Klein closed his roulent slogans" he had read while tine with a couple of songs. After
using their locker room for his doing "a real oldie, a Gregorian
dressing room. '"Kill the (Kent chant," he sang a tribute to his
State) Flashes, Destroy the 15 years of life on the road, "The
Flashes.' It sounds like you're Bronx is Beautiful This Time of
Year."
against menopause," he said.
The comic closed with a demA LONGTIME baseball fan,

onstration of his skill with the
harmonica, and then responded
to the audience's applause by
saying, "I'm not sorry I didn t
become a doctor and I think
millions of potential patients
feel the same way."
The Lettermen, who began
their musical career 25 years
ago with love songs and letters
on their sweaters, went to work
on the Parents' Day crowd with
a mix of old tunes, frequent
jokes and audience involvement. Judging from the audience's response, the formula
was more successful than the

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - President P.W.
Botha offered some concessions
to South Africa's black majority
yesterday, including the possibility of seats on the advisory
President's Council, but ruled
out full voting rights. He said the
lesson of black Africa is that one
man, one vote "means the
dictatorship of the strongest
black group."
Botha declared his commitment to a united nation that
allows for black rights, but said
any future system must protect
the rights of whites ana other
minorities in South Africa,
which has been swept by more
than a year of violence against
white-minority rule.
The 60-member President's

THE 86's
RE HERE

Stop In and
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#•# /O Financing
Available
or up to $1,000
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on all '85 cars
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With this ad we will Oil your gas tank on

Sufferers offered sympathy
TOLEDO (AP) - Narcoleptics, people who have an uncontrollable urge to sleep, are
combating the hurt of being
called lazy and the frequest
loss of jobs with self-help and
the sympathy of other sufferers, says a director of the
Ohio Narcolepsy Association.
John Snider dropped out of
college because he couldn't
stay awake in class and depended on family members to
keep him awake. Now he
knows what used to be
thought a quirk is a physical
disorder, and that he's not
alone.

the job, said Beverly Johnson
of the Toledo Hospital Sleep
Disorder Clinic.
"We try to help them recognize the symptoms and then
do something about it," said
Bob Seely, founder of the
state group. "And when they
realize there are others like
themselves out there, they
readily make adjustments
and their lives become easier."

Snider, 41, was struck by
sudden sleep throughout high
school, but wasn't diagnosed
as a narcoleptic until 1966.
The Ohio Narcolepsy Asso"In church, a member of
ciation is in contact with 160
the family always sat at my
people diagnosed as having
side and poked me in the ribs
the disorder, and organizato keep me awake. This sleeptions such as the Toledo supiness was an ongoing thing,
Krt group to which Snider and the standard joke was
longs are growing.
'watch him sleep. Snider
About one in every 10,000
said.
people suffers from narcolepsy, said Dr. Frank Horton,
"It was like sitting at the
medical director of Toledo
dinner table and nodding off
Hospital Sleep Disorder
to sleep, and when I woke up,
Clinic.
my head would be in the
"We don't know how many
mashed potatoes."
more there are out there,
He now has gone back to
said Snider, who meets
college to finish his final year
monthly with six to eight
of study toward a business
other narcoleptic8. "Many of
administration degree. He
has learned how to best preus had narcolepsy 10 to 15
years before the disorder was
vent sleeping attacks.
correctly diagnosed. The
symptoms often are mistaken
"FOR ME, the prereqfor depression."
uisites are to keep regular
sleeping hours and to moderate my medication," he said.
NARCOLEPTICS HAVE a
high rate of unemployment
"If I don't, 111 feel by noontime like you would feel if you
because they are thought to
had been up for 24 hours.''
be lazy if they go to sleep on

one for new Coke.
The trio had little trouble appealing to a crowd composed
largely of students more familiar with Letterman than Lettermen.
EXPLAINING WHY they continue to perform, Mark Preston,
the source of much of the
group's humor, explained,
"We've got to pay for our plastic
The bio actually includes only
one original Letterman, group
founder Tony Butala. Preston
and Donovan Scottee are
younger, more recent recruits.

Clad in glittering black tuxedos, the group sang a a mix of
country, pop and show tunes,
highlighted by a medley of "The
Way You Look Tonight," "Summer Place," and "When I Fall in
Love," the songs that launched
the Lettermen's career.
Throughout the performance,
the Lettermen involved the audience, some of whom, Butala
conjectured, had been moved as
teenagers by their songs.
After closing the show with an
acapeUa rendition of "I Believe." the Lettermen received a
standing ovation.

ALL NISSAN^
IN STOCK
FROM $5,99900
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Sports
Booters'defense rises
to occasion versus CIA
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

As with most young teams,
Bowling Green soccer squad is
3roving with every match
proved it by tying the University of Akron 0-0 in double
overtime Saturday in front of a
Parent's Day crowd.
The Zips, now 6-2-2 and ranked
20th in the nation, were shut
down by the young Falcons,
which started four freshmen in
their five-man defense. BG (2-52) had limited scoring opportunities because of UA s veteran
defense, led by senior All-American Shaun Pendleton and senior
goalkeeper Glenn Sharkey.
UA coach Steve Parker
blamed his own team's inefficiency, rather than the Falcons'
defense, for the tie.
"The reason we tied was because of our ineptness to put the
ball into the back of the net,"
Parker said. "BG did what they
needed to do to secure a tie, but

we didn't do what we needed to,
to win the game."
Parker said weaker teams,
such as BG, pack their defense
back so it is virtually impossible
to score.
"What Gary (Palmisano) did
in prepartion for us is what you
should tactically do if you know
the team you are playing
against is stronger," he said.
"All BG did was play for the tie.
I could have put 10 40-year-old
men on the field and shut a team
out, using the kind of tactics
they used."
THE ZIPS' coach also said he
believes in good tactical preparation, but he also said that BG
should have had a concept of
offensive attack in their game
plans.
UA outshot the Falcons, 18-8,
but only five of their shots were
on goal. BG had three shots on
goal.
"They may have outshot us on
paper,' Falcons' senior co-caplain Drew Dawson said. "But

most of their shots were wide of
the goal. So what if they out
shoot us? They couldn't find the
goal."
A major reason for the lack of
shots by BG was an offsides trap
employed by the Zips. The trap
accounted for 14 offsides penalties by the Falcons.
Offsides is one of the more
difficult calls in soccer. In order
for an offensive team not to be
offsides, the defensive team has
to have two defenders between
an offensive player and the goalkeeper. But once the ball is
served or passed by the offense,
the forwards can break to the
ball.
According to Falcon assistant
coach Charlie McSpiritt, the
center back for UA would tell his
fullbacks to push up the field
while the BG had the ball and
was getting ready to pass it from
the midfield, forcing the Falcons' forwards to be offsides.
BG GOALIE Jeff Vincent fol
• See Soccer, page 10.

BG News/Joe Phelan
Falcon striker Mark Jackson failed to break Neil Ridgway's school scoring record Saturday, but Bowling
Green held the 20thranked Akron Zips to a scoreless tie.

McClure overcomes interceptions in 27-22 win
by Karl Smith
sports editor

Photo/Phil Mashirzc
Bowling Green tailback Bernard White gained 148 yards Saturday In the
Falcons' 27-22 win over Akron and drew the attention of the Zip

defense in the process.

When most people see the statistics from Bowling Green's 2722 win over Akron, they will
undoubtedly say Brian McClure
had an awful day.
The Falcon quarterback
tossed five interceptions (tying
a school record) against a defense that most of the 25,000
Parents' Day fans expected him
to bombard for over 500 yards.
He completed 28 of 38 passes for
252 yards and two touchdowns.
Yet, in a crucial fourth quarter scoring drive, the Moot-6
senior connected on six of eight
aerials for 69 yards, setting up
what proved to be the winning
touchdown.
Despite his late-game accuracy, McClure knows he will
remembered in the UA contest
for the interceptions.
"I don't have much to say
(about the interceptions)," McClure said. "It's not tough to
intercept my passes when I put
the ball right in your hands.'1
Both BG head coach Denny
Stolz and Zip mentor Jim Denmson heaped praise, not scorn,
upon McClure.
"He didn't practice very much
this week and didn't throw
against any skeletons (opponents' defensive alignments) all
week," Stolz said. "But I also
think he had a very fine game."
"HE'S GOT such a good
awareness of the field," Dennison said. "We've seen all those
patterns before, but we've never
seen someone hit their third or
fourth receiver like he can."
McClure's heroics magnified
the Zips' inability to put the ball
in the end zone. UA kicker Russ
Klaus tied a school record by
booting five field goals, including a 22-yarder which put the
Zips ahead, 22-21, early in the
fourth period.
Three times UA had the ball
inside BG's 10 yard line and
failed to score a touchdown.
Klaus' two other three-pointers
resulted in the Zips' offense stalling inside the 20.
I wasn't pleased with our
execution inside the 10," UA
head coach Jim Dennison said.
"Our inability to score touchdowns probably cost us the
game, especially our passing
inside the 10. That's not to blame
Vernon (Stewart). He played a
great game."
In an offense built around tailback Mike Clark, who gained 133

yards, Stewart piled up 174
yards through the air on just
nine completions. He also
scrambled tor 67 yards;
IT WAS Stewart's performance, not Clark's, which surprised Falcon head coach Denny
"They have an excellent tailback and their quarterback was
even better than we thought," he
said.
While the BG passing game
went into the deep freeze early
in the game, the Falcon ground
game came out of a thaw behind
tailback Bernard White.
White, who had averaged less
than 70 yards in the first three
games, scampered for 148 and
two touchdowns against the
Zips. His final score proved to be
the game-winner, although Dennison questioned its validity.
"What upsets me is that I'm
not too sure they scored the
winning touchdown," he said.
"The thing that they did against
us that we're not happy about is
that they ran the football against
us, particularly early in the
game."
Stolz, on the other hand, had
nothing but compliments for his
senior tailback.
"That was a big touchdown for
us, because it forced them to
score a touchdown to beat us."
he said. "He (White) probably
had his best physical day for us
this year."
THE BG offense, despite its
passing problems, outgained its
opponent for the first time this
season, 406-390.
Dennison, who said he expected McClure to play and prepared his team accordingly,
made no apologies for his defense.
"It was a very physical game
and they (BG) didn't surprise
me at all," he said. "We disguised our defense and that
helped on the interceptions; we
gave up over 400 yards so we
obviously didn't play great defense, but I'm proud of the way
they played."
Falcon nose tackle Mike FOOT
led the team with 13 tackles
while linebacker Erik Johnson
maintained the season lead
adding eight. Johnson also had
BG's lone interception
AU's Ed Grimsley snared two
of McClure's passes while Gary
Tyler, Brian Moran and Robert
Lyons intercepted one each.
BG took a 14-13 advantage into
the locker room at halftone and
• See Football, page H

Falcons' Bayless makes good on family name
by Tom Reed
assistant sports editor

Sometimes an athlete must
play in the shadow of an elder
brother's success. In Gerald
Bayless' case, it's been more
like a total eclipse.
For two years, Gerald's been
struggling to establish his own
identity. Since coining to Bowling Green, he's been known simply as "Martin Bayless' younger
Martin, who is a starting defensive back for the Buffalo
Bills, was a 1983 all-America
safety for the Falcons.
A befuddled Mrs. Stella Bayless swears she gave her second
son a name, but no one seems to
uses it.

Saturday, Stella watched her
son finally make a name for
himself.
In the Falcons 27-22 win over
Akron, Gerald introduced himself to 25,000 BG fans at Doyt L.
Perry Stadium. The junior tight
end caught seven passes for 72
yards and a touchdown.
"He is a lot more than just
Martin's brother," Mrs. Bayless
said. "Gerald has always had to
try to fill Martin's shoes. I think
the people here today saw him
do a pretty good job.
Gerald's two-yard touchdown
reception in the third quarter
gave BG a 21-13 lead. But his
biggest contribution came on the
Falcons game-winning TD drive
midway through the final period.

Bayless snared two 15-yard
passes from Brian McClure.
Bayless' second reception
moved the Falcons to Akron's 10
yard line and set up Bernard
White's TD run.
"Since I came to BG this has
been my best game," Bayless
said.
McClure said Bayless possesses plenty of confidence for
guy who's only started four
games.
"Gerry wants the ball in the
critical situation," McClure
said. "He knows he can go up
and make the big play. He's
coming into his own.
Gerald is certainly on the
right track toward gaining his
own identity. But along the way,
he's had to clear several high

hurdles.
Gerald's biggest obstacle was
his brother's reputation. Martin,
who holds the Mid-American
Conference mark for interceptions with 27, was a very popular
player at BG.
"When I first got here, some
said I was here just because
Martin played at BG and he was
so good." Gerald said.
While his brother proved to be
Gerald's problem, he was also a
major source of comfort.
"We are very close, he always
encouraged me," Gerald said.
"Even now that he is playing in
Buffalo we talk at least three
times a week. I've got quite a
phone bill to prove it."
Only one other Falcon knows
the hardships of following a

great brother who played for
BG. He is sophomore Bill McClure, the brother of, well you
know who. Bayless, however, is
not only the brother of an ailAmerican, he also replaced one.
Gerald filled the tight end vacancy left by Mark Dowdell.
Until Stan Hunter broke his
record Saturday, Dowdell held
the Falcon mark for most receptions (138). The two time afiMAC selection tried out with the
Kansas City Chiefs, before being
cut in preseason.
"I had to sit behind Mark, he
did a great iob, but I knew my
chance would come," Gerald
said.
Bayless has made the most of
his opportunity this year. The
• See Bayless, page 11.

Gerald Bayless
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Harriers like
night and day

Falcons fifth at Spartan Invite
by Paul Sllvi
sports reporter

BG's head golf coach Greg
Nye wanted consistency from
bis women's team in '85. Four
tournaments and 216 holes later,
he's got it.
The Falcons placed in the top
five again at last weekends
Spartan Invitational with a f ifth-

place total of 965. Michigan
State cruised into first place
with a total of 921. Iowa finished
in a distant second with 936 and
Illinois captured third with 939.
Western Kentucky surprised the
field of nine teams with a fourthplace score of 940.
After the top five teams, the
rest became also-rans. The University of Michigan ended up 24

MMksMMMM

Congra tula tions
Mr. and Mrs. John Edberg
1985
University Activities Organization
Parents-of-the-Year

strokes behind the Falcons at
989. Illinois State broke a grand
at 1012 and Ferris State finished
"close" behind at 1015. DePaul
missed the bus to East Lansing,
but managed to turn in a competitive 1177.
The Falcons always seem to
wind up with 18-hole totals in the
320's, and last weekend was no
exception (322, 322, 321).
"The biggest help a team can
get is consistency," Nye said.
We want to be consistent and
we are."
COCAPTAIN Claire Batista
led the field after the first 18 with
a three-over-par 74.
"I kept my long shots in the
fairway," Batista said. "I had
some good lies which helped me
hit a lot of greens."
The senior followed in the second and third rounds with scores
of 78 and 77 respectively.
"Claire had indications of
good play at the Lady Northern
Intercollegiate," Nye said. "She
was determined not to let the
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The Summer Sun is

Sweetest Day Rose Sale
and raffle
Sept. 30 - Oct. 9
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Fadinft Fast!

1st Floor, University Hall
$1.50/rose and free chance
in raffle for
dinner for two
at Aspen, Sundance
and Tradewinds
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Roses will be hand delivered on
campus

128

372-2343

First Session FREE« (5 Value
Daily 8-8; Sal. 8-6
Sun. 10-5

of the home meet against Miami, but ended up losing another
close race (26-29).
"At the five mile mark I
thought we had it won." Sink
said. "But another small breakdown cost us the win in a very
exciting meet"
The letdown he was referring
to was the inability of BG's Tom
Franek and Dave Mora to hold
on to the lead at the end of the
race. Sink also said that his
runners were not agressive
enough on the course.
"Our pack of runners who
were further back in the race
ran well," Sink said."Franek
and Mora ran well, but really
had to struggle at the end."
Lewandowski of Mil won the
10,000 meter course in a time of
31:58 while Mora and Franek
finished third and fifth, respectively. There were bright spots,
however, despite the loss.
"Todd Nichols and Scott
Wargo have started to run
well. Sink said. "Their performances are encouraging and I
know we will improve as a
team."
The loss to the defending MAC
champs dropped the Falcon men
to a dismal 2-5 record. Four of
the five setbacks, however, have
been decided by only a few
points. Sink said the men could
easily be 6-1 at this point in the
season, but small breakdowns in
running strategy has taken its
toll.
This weekend, the BG men
will try to improve their record
at the Notre Dame Invitational.
The women harriers, on the
other hand, will be traveling to
the Indianapolis Invitational
and will be taking on some national caliber teams.

Soccer
(Continued from page 9)
lowed up his first collegiate win,
a 34 blanking of Eastern Michigan last Wednesday, with another outstanding performance.
In the last two games, he has
lowered his goals against average from 3.09 to 1.96.
With 12:01 left in the game.
Vincent made a difficult save off
a comer kick. UA's Roderick
Scott was the first to reach the
comer pass and booted a shot
which Vincent blocked. The
Zips' Derek Gaffney missed a
rebound shot wide left.
BG had a chance to score with
17 seconds left in the first overtime when senior forward Mark
Jackson took a pass in the left
corner and fed fellow forward
Gary Mexicotte in front of the
net Mexicotte had an open net
because Sharkey dove after
Jackson's pass but shot over the

goal.

Falcon coach Gary Palmisano
said he wanted to shorten the
field against UA.
"We can't matchup man-toman against them so we had to
move our strikers back to the
midflekL" he said. "We had
them come to us. If we were
playing for a tie, we would have
movedthem all the way back to
the defense.
"We didn't come in this game
looking for a tie or a loss,'*
Palmisano said. "We wanted the
win. Their inability to finish a
Soal caused the tie. And our
ef ense had a lot to do with them
not being able to put it in the
net."
BG travels to Notre Dame
tomorrow to face the Fighting:
Irish at 4 pm. Jackson's next
goal will break Neil Ridgway's
career goal mark of 38.

cufNswe

832 S. Main St.

HOWARD'S

(next to Lane Drugs)

352-9763
SUNTAN CENTERS

The BG women's cross-country team is rolling along like a
well-oiled machine these days.
The men, however, are struggling to keep moving.
The women, (4-1), looked very
impressive in chewing up seven
teams en route to winning the
Eastern Michigan Invitational
this weekend. Trailing BG at 51
were Western Michigan 58,
Eastern Michigan 69, Michigan
State 75, Ohio 103, Ball State 149,
Toledo 193, and Macomb Communiy College 200.
Sid Sink, coach of both squads,
was very pleased with the results of their first major meet in
which they beat a strong WMU
squad. Not only is Western the
defending MAC champions, but
most of last year's squad has
returned.
"I hope it's an indication that
we will be able to do the same at
the conference meet," Sink said.
"I feel we have a lot more confidence now even though Western
did not run well. Eastern, however, did run well and surprised
us."
The EMU Invitational was
also a showdown between
WMU's Kayla Skelly, last year's
individual MAC champion, and
BG's Sara Collas. The meeting
lived up to its billing by being a
very close race, but Skelly came
out the winner with a time of
17:22. Collas finished less than
six seconds behind in 17:28, but
was optimistic about her loss.
"I'm not happy with the way I
ran," Collas said. "But I'd definitely like to meet her again.
Hopefully, the results will be
different next time."
The BG men ran well for most

"We're Just waiting to bust
through and place in the top
three. Nye said. "It all depends
on the production from our
fourth and fifth slots."
Production will be have to be
in full gear this weekend as the
Falcons soar to West Lafayette,
Ind., to participate in the Lady
Boiler Classic.
"We could have finished better last weekend," Batista said.
"But this weekend, we have a
real good chance of doing well."

NATO.

Chosen by Susan Edberg*s
winning essay
It's the Little Things'9

by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

second round get away from
her."
Sophomore Laura Broadbent
also held on to her second round,
finishing with a total of 235, good
enough for eighth place. The
linkster opened with a 78 and
came back on the second 18 to
shoot a 77.
"Laura gets better every tournament," Nye said. "She adapts
well to different courses."
Overall, Nye seemed pleased
with the individual play of his
golfers.

By Appointment

M

A degree
of caring.
For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals—Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audio logy
Doctoral and non-degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston©Northeastern UnrwrsKy Bouve College at the address below.

BOSTON
BOUVE

Graduate School, Boston-Bouv* College of Human Development Professions
107 Dockser HaH.Northeastem University, 360 Huntington tot., Boston, MA 02115
North****"* Un-tmly B *n *qu*t oppoffuffltyWWulw KW tdticlion*! unlilution and tm0o/tt
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Football

Spikers spilt with CMU, EMU
by Tom Skernlvitz
sports reporter
,1 A sea of emotions hit the Bowlins Green volleyball team at full
tide, bui the C.S. Falcon cruised
to home poi I with only minor
damages.
The Falcons were downed by
Central Michigan 4-15,10-15,1512, 6-15 Friday, but rebounded
Saturday to edge Eastern Michigan 12-15, 15-11, 15-12, ll-li, 15CMU, second in tne Mi*!
American Conference in 1984,
dashed out of the gates in a
hurry, while the Falcons differed, crawling out like tortoises.
"We had a very slow start,"
coach Denise Van de Walle said.
"It took us a game and a half to
warm up."
After shifting into higher gear,
BG forced the favored Chippewas into a competitive match.
The improved play showed in
the second game with the Falcons losing by only 5 points.
The Chippewas felt the full
wrath of a fired up BG offense in
the third game with BG running
off to a 15-12 victory.
"In the third game, we attacked better." Van de Walle
said. "We saw Central's defense

was not that good, and that we
could be beating them."
BUT THE Chippewas showed
why they are 104 this season.
CMU poured water on the fired
up Falcons, beating them easily
15-6 in the fourth game.
"After the third game, everything went so fast," van de
Walle said. "They just dominated us."
Emotionally upset, the Falcons left Mt. Pleasant, Mich, to
face EMU in Ypsilanti, Mich.,
the next day.
Although the proximity of the
two schools was close, the style
of play was as different as the
North and South Poles.
Van de Walle credited CMU
with being tall and offensively
strong, while the Hurons relied
on a scrappy defense.
"Eastern didn't have as
strong an attack, but did have a
litit defense," Van de Walle
said. "The too teams were complete opposites."
The vast difference caused
problems early on, .vith the Falcons losing the first game 15-12
to the 8-7 Hurons.
But the Falcons were set on
making up the ground they lost
the previous night's loss, winning the second and third games
15-11 and 15-12.

"We were trying to avenge the
loss," Van de Walle said. "We
weren't going to settle for anythingless than a win."
THE HURONS had another
thing in mind, though, giving the
Falcons their toughest match of
the season.
EMU won the fourth game 1511 putting all the pressure on the
Falcons.
The tie-breaking fifth game
was identical to the four previous gameswith BG finally
prevailing 11R2.
The Falcons copied the Hurons scrappy style of play with
some of their own.
"We extended ourselves digging and our D was more aggressive," Van de Walle said.
The five games totaled 2
hours, 20 minutes, featured double figure scoring by both teams
in each game and 133 points
total, making the match more
meaningful to the spikers.
"It was such a hard fought
match," Van de Walle said. "I
was pleased with winning."
The Falcons are 5-4 overall
and 3-3 in the MAC. BG finished
the three-game road trip with a
2-1 record with a three-game win
against Cincinnati.
BG hosts Ball State and Miami
this weekend.

Bowling Groan 27,

(Continued from page 9)
struck first in the second half.
McClure hit Gerald Bayless in
the end zone for a two-yard
scoring toss, putting BG up 2113 •

Klaus hit three field goals,
giving the Zips a 22-21 lead before White's final touchdown.
Falcon notes: Stan Hunter became BG's top all-time pass
catcher with his four receptions
against the Zips. Hunter has 139
catches, one more than ex-teammate Mark Dowdell. Hunter
also extended his consecutive
game streak in which he has
caught at least one pass in 28
contests.

(Continued from page 9)
Dayton native is third on team in
receptions.
McClure said the M, 235
pound tight end is not only big,
but also elusive.
"Gerry has a knack for getting away from defenders," McClure said. "He really runs
great patterns and he's such a
big target."
BG head coach Denny Stolz
said Bayless' strength is a big
when running crossing

patterns.
"What's nice about Bayless, is
that he's so big," Stolz said. "He
is not afraid to go over the
middle to make a catch."
Tight ends are usually running
the crossing pattern when they
receive those punishing blows
which draw the ooh's and ah's
from the crowd.
The fear of a bone-crunching
hit scares some receivers from
going after the ball aggresively,
but not Bayless.

Brian McClure's chase of
Doug Flutle's NCAA passing
yardage record continued
with 254 yards against Akron. McClure did not move
up on the all-time list, although he is seventh, 177
yards behind Joe Adams
of Tennessee St. (197780).
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Saturday'! acoraa.
Illllll Oraaa 27. Akron 22
Cararal Michigan 13. Ohio U. 7
Kara Stata 2S. Eoatam Michigan 3
nonhoaaram 3B. rtonham llllnoia 18
Michigan SUM 7. Wauam Michigan 3
Ban SUM 23. Tolado 19
Oklahoma SUM 45. Miami 10

UA Klaua 22 yard IWd goal. BG 21 19
UA Klaua 22 yard Bald goal. UA 2221
BG While 1 yard run (paaa lalladl BG 27-22

PRICES EFFECTIVE SEPT. 30 THRU OCT. 5,1985
115 RAILROAO ST., BOWLING 6REEN, OHM
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Fl«tle
McClure
Yard* to tie

h

latqtr
BG WMu 1 yard run (SUvl kick). BG 74)
UA Taylor 12 yard paaa from Stawan (Klaua ktckt.
77
BG Maahan 30 yard paaa from McClura (SIM
kkfc). B0 14-7
2nd oil.
UA Kku M yard Md goal. BG 1410
Jrd«u
UA Klaua 26 yard ll«W goal. BG 14-13
BG Baylaaa 2 yard paaa horn McClura (SUvl kick).
BO 21-13
UA Klaua 34 yard (laid goal. BG 21 l<

MM-Amatlcan Conlaranca Srandlng.
MAC
WLT WLT
■OTlaagOraaa
ft
4«t
Cantral Michigan
100
200
Norlharn llllnoM
100
120
KaraSuu
100
120
Miami
HO
120
BaJISUUr
<20
130
Tolado
010
120
120
Eaalam Michigan
">»
0I
030
OhroU
°
030
Waatam Michigan
010

rtXl KNOW. TIMNC. TO WORK
RIGHT AfTER LUNCH fi LIKE
TrMINt TO «rl URBTU A

"When the ball is in the air, I
want it," he said. "It's like going
after a rebound in basketball."
Providing he continues to improve, Bayless could join his
brother in the professional
ranks.
But currently Gerald has one
goal - win the MAC title and play
in the California Bowl.
"I'm going to sit back and
Sack my bags for California,"
e said. "Right now that's all I
am thinking about."
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V2 GALLON
PLASTIC

89

CAIN'S

POTATO CHIPS
16 0Z.BAQ

G* W PIZZA
ML VARIETIES 10 INCH
ALL

59*

STERLING

SUB SANDWICH

$-|49

$ 69

1

STERLING
LOWFAT CHOCOLATE
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The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
Proudly Announce Their New Actives
Fred Arnold
Brad Barr
Doug Berger
Scott Deakin ^f^$<^£
Paul Fiel
Mike Sieber

Dave Hudak
Jerry Johnson
Hal Knapp
John McAlea
Chris Mercer

Illllll

E»E E«E ETE-E** E*B E*E E4>B E«B E*E E4»E £*/B E»E E»K E4-E EOT £♦£ E»B EOT L*S E»B E*/g

3/99*
STERLING

ICE CREAM

CHIP DIP

VAMLLA, CHOCOLATE
STRAWBERRY

32 OZ. FOUNTAIN

12 0Z.CTN.

89*

PINT

COKE, CHERRY COKE,
SPRITE, DIET COKE

U.I.I.A.F4W
IT A W COUPONS
•LAilY ACttPTtD

CANDY
BARS
REGULAR 39«

STERLING

59

Welcome Brothers!
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Classifieds
InaMment Busetri #2. October 2. 1S85

•eh**!** OrvCampoa interview
Appointments
The first day of signups (of Inlervaws during
■a period ol October 14. 19SS through
October 25, 1 gas wa M rat) on Wednesday.
Octoeer 2 « 4 00 pa «M North Essl
Commons Ml registrants must have a Flrat
Choice interview Card In order to participate in
ma fret day ol signups Altar ma nrat day.
aludants and aajmravae may sign-up lor intervtaws from 8 00 a.m. to 5 00 p m al University
Pacomenl Services 360 Student Services
Busting
A Credential Form muat be submlttad tor each
Mania* scheduled at the time ol sign-up
« lor ay reason you cannot Heap your appoint
mart, plain ceJ the University Placement
Services Office no War man » 00 am one
wort, day before your scheduled ritervaw The
telephone numbar s> 372-2358 Faeure to do
so wl be considered irtaufficanl notice Two
InsutTlciant notices wl be considered s noshow and result si fortefcire ol sign-up privileges lor Ihe next recruiting period
No Show Polk,
Fsajre lo appear lor a scheduled Interview wl
rest* In immediete suspension of your sign-up
privileges lor the next recruiting period. You are
requved to sand a letter ol apology to the
employer and tat a copy ol that latter with the
University Placement Services Any student
who twice Ian to honor their interview commitments we be denied mlervievnng privileges lor
the remainder ol the academic year
Monday, October 14
Garret! EvangascaJ Theology Seminary
Unwed Express
SeUman • Seidman
Tuesday. October 15
Crampon International Corp.
Mead Corporation
Nationwide Insurance Co
State Chemical Manufacturing Co.
The Trnfcen Company
Urnad Telephone Co of Ohw
Wadneeday. October 18
CF Airfreight. He
State Farm insurance Co.
Texas Inetrumenta, Inc.
Touch* Ross 8 Company
Thursday. October 17
ABad Corporation
lagban
Texas Inetrumenta. tnc
Arthur Young 8 Company
Friday. October II
Chenvcal Abstracts Service
LTV Steal Company
University ol Notre Dame
Price Walarhousa
Snarwtn Warns Company
State Farm Insurance Co
Monday. October 2\
Oeeiham Products. Inc.
Ubbey-Owena-Ford Co (Corporate Ursll
NCR
J.C. Penney Company
US At Force
Tueeday. October 22
Lever Brothers Company
Monumental Lite meurance Co
leqrtaon Company
RCA Corporation
Travenol Laboratories. Inc
Wednesday. October 23
Aetna Lite mauranca Co
Burroughs Corporation
Persian. Inc
Ftuss Berne & Company
Thursday. October 24
Coopers A Lybrand
Detoitte. Haakins S Sees
GTE Government Systems
Durkse Foods Dfv . SCM Corp
LOF Glass Company
Parker Hannltln
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Friday, October 25
Artaaan moustnas. Inc
Coopers I Lybrand
F 1 R Lazarus
Nasonal CHy Corporation

SERVICES OFFERED

•"AU. COUCATION MAJORS*"
75th Annlverssry Committee Meeting
Wed. Oct. 2. 8 30
meat on 4th floor Ed BWg.
HaV YOU* CQLUOt
ATTENTION ASM MEMBERS
Coma sss a demonstration of the Apple and
BM personal computers by Jos Fisher of
Abacus I Muling wa be Wed.. Oct 3 M 6
0 m Hi 111 South Hat Don't forget dues' New
members walcomat
BGSU SKATING CLUB
TONIGHT 8 to 10 pm
ICE ARENA

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
proteealorasi written for I latda
Very reaaonaha. 362-3744
FIX IT AU
ELECTRONICS
Qha us i cat if you've got a problem with alarm
docks, doc* rarjos, stsrsoa. tyaadphonaa.
TV's, ana, hat dryers.. Cat 2 5358

PERSONALS

10 Peace Coalition
"Nuclear Strategies For Beginner*'' Tues..
Ocl I. 7:30 pm. 20e Henna Hall. Discussion
C-84 users group now forming for 2nd grset
year. Over 1000 programs avaSsbta Orty $5
lor membership First mealing Oct 3. A113
Hsysset 7 30

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
You always gat change back
from your dossr on Tuesdays
weldrWks-50Lateat dance videos
MAM ST

"OET TECHNICAL"

352-3703

SOCIETY OF aUftUFACTURSNO ENGINEERS
A society with a future
Open to si majors, refreshments Topics:
membership, obtaining co-ops. Meet Tueeday.
7 30. 127 Technology BuspTS]

GREEK WEEK IS HERCI
OREEK WEEK IS HEREI
OREEK WEEK IS HEREI

•VTROOOCING THE TAKE
Christen Merature and books on wide range o'
socal and theological aauee Outalde estate
riae M Mac Donald North (lower ralwayl
WEDNESDAYS. NOON-e p.m. (Fraa/donatlon|
•"PHOTO 10 LAB-"
Wl be open Tues > Wad 10/1 1 10/2 from
10s m -8pm sndThurs 1073from 10a.m.-6
pm for make-ups
RAOUET ROOM - STUDENT REC CENTER
Sea Europe and Earn 6 Hours ol Credit
SUMMER STUDY IN FRANCE PROGRAM

CONGRATULATIONS
Chris Btmbrick and Bath Rickets on your
engagementi Beat of luck with everything In the
future! Love, Deuba
Dear Paeent: I know being a pay gal Is hard; but
you d real good I wutd suggest however, mat
you slay away from tents and WM Turkey tor
swnss fssmamoar. Sean to Ihe doctor, ho
knows what you need —Or Dan
___

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORSII
Bowing Green Councl of Teachers of Mathematics (BGCTM) wl hold the tlrsl meeting
tonighl Oct 1 at 7 pm In 133 Llfa Seance
Elementary and secondary majors are we*
come Coma get som* creative Ideas that you'l
uael
NO WAVIIIIIII
TOM JACKSE IS LAVAUEREDI

KAPPA SKIS
KAPPA SKIS
KAPPA SKIS

Lyasara. Congratulations on bseowlng Hie
torisn of your Phi Mu pledge dass. Be sure to
aaa tea handal Lose, Emmytoa
Mfclass You've made Plsdging Alpha XI THE
QRATESTI Thanks for being such s terrific
ptadgs pal Love ys. Miches*

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
You always gat change back
from your dossr on Tuesday*
wal drinks - 80"
Latest dence videos!
MAM ST.
362-3703

Doug Mara - Gat peyched for a terrific Brno at
Gamma Phis Caribbean Crush Data Party!
Which one am I anyways???
Ed status Bast of kick In Ins Greek God
•lector. You'l look GREAT In a toga!
Love, Debba
__

NEVER AGAIN
STOP BY THE UNION OVAL AND
SKIN THE PETITION AGAINST
THE 21 TRANSITION BILL

EUROPEAN NEW WAVE PARTY from Ins
GERMAN CLUB Friday, Oct 4 from 8.00 ■
12:00pm at St Thomas Mora. SI OOadmteHon

NEVER AGAIN

hESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT
DRINK tNG AND DRIVING
FALL INTO GREEK WEEK SSI
Tea*. Oct 1 - EXCHANGE DINNER
Wad. Oct. 2 - BANNER CONTEST-FACULTY
RECEPTION
PLEDGE DAY
Thar*. Ocl J - OREEK REVIEW
Frt. Oct. 4 — NEVER AGAIN
Sat Pet I - KKOVZST OJREEK GAMES

NEVER AGAIN

Paua Brooks
CorvaratuabOne on your engagement to
Rlcardo! Love. The Alpha XI*.
PHTAUS
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT WEEK! WE
COULDNT ASK FOR BETTER GREEK WEEK
PARTNERS! LOOK OUT FOR THURSDAY'
LOVE THE SISTERS OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA
RUSH Beta Thata PI ur Sa<
Tomorrow right 7 00-8:30
RUSH RUSH RUSH
Aloha Sigma Phi
La'Siseee
Tonasht 7:S0-St0Q
Snuggle Bunny.
The winter la oorntng and it I be cold so be
ready to be doss and let ma keep you warm
Love, your Hun

PM ALPHA TO TINA GROSJEAN t TOM
JACKSE ON THEM ALPHA PHt-SAE LAVAJJEPJSKJ. YOU CAN'T FIND TWO HAPPIER
PEOPLEI OXIYS, BOTH OF YOUI J. KRESS,
BOOK. SAaeW, CANOT t DUHKEL.

LOST: pat ol aungaaaaa on Tues„ 9-24
between 8 30 and 10 30 am In Heyae Hal
Ptaaaa cal Dan 354-8113. REWARD.

SPECIAL THANKS TO LEN AND THE DELT
SOUND SYSTEM FOR MAKING OUR TAPE
FOR PARENTS DAY WE COULDNT HAVE
DONE IT WITHOUT YOU! LOVE - THE ALPHA
PHT8

OMEXGOOOESS
-JENNIFER SOUTHQREEK OODOESS
-JENNIFER SOUTHGREEK GODDESS

PHI BETA SK3.S
PHI BETA SKIS
PHI SETA SKIS

Found: Hatorybookln 102 Henna on Tuesday
9/24. Please eel 353-0811

RIDES
> TO PinSBUROH OR VACINITY
WEEKEND OF OCT 4-8 or I can leave Thura
10-3 Wl help w«h gas money 1 drivmg Cal
Amy al 352-2283

ARE READY TO
FALL
INTO
OREEK
WEEK I

Brtgftst Rueeeeo. Congrats on your position as
Financial Director of the Mas BGSU Pageanti
Your Phi Mu eaters era so proud of you!
BRKMTTE RUSSELLO - CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR NEW POSITION AS THE FINANCIAL
DIRECTOR OF THE MISS BGSU PAGEANT'
YOUR BIG IS SO HAPPY FOR YOUI YOU'LL
BE GREAT! GO PHI MU! ALL MY LOVE.
YOUHBW, AMY

Oat a etaal Batter yet, gala date. Get paychad tar a awl aaa Oct. 12. Chrtsey « Patty

1100.00 REWARD
For Mormatlon A recovery on Girls Gasoline
Jean Jacket stolen Sat eh. from Jeans N'
Thlnos. Description: Female, blonde, I'l",
wearing brown print skirt, light tap. t willman. Jacket description: Indigo A distressed
denlm-dp front with snap overlay A ripper on
arma, elastic back 1 cuffs, cotton lined wtth
Qeeaan* least ailed on Inlna,

Hay PN Mu s.
rs *me lo get pM»-ad up.
HOTROD — You're the beet, better than al the
real. JAMIE — Wei consider you If you stop
your chaw TODO t RON — You're al wa mink
of Love, tns gm* from Buckeye w!

THE GREEN TAMBOUP4NE WANTS
YOOn RECORDS
CASH PAID
157 CLOUGH AT SOUTH PROSPECT
ROOMMATE NEEDED to sublease lor spring
nmiatsi Female, non-smokmg Nice, furnatad apartment dose to campus Paesa cal
352-8814

HELP WANTED
Frach's S Mall and E Woostar needs cooks S
buffst peopW lor al shrtts Apply betwaon 8-10
em. or 3-6 p.m.

Ataorrlous, well organized person to act aa|
Haaon batwaai specialty printer and on
campus group leaOeri. Wo custom sHk
Mrtaaear lor schools at super lowj
(Bee our ad In For Sale column)
sntsstlc pert time potential right now, cal
Mr. Allen at 1-5!7-2*5-*5M

FOR SALE

1972 Chryaar Newport Runs wel. tves good,
needs minor work, good writer or wound-town
car. $175 Cal 354 1140

STEVE BAD
HERE'S YOUR SDAY PRESENT!
IT ONLY COST ME S2 40
HAPPY 20*1
KOS

'76 Pinto, rune greet, great stereo, good
I — 26 mpg.. good body, no rust Cal
r 6 pm at 353-0608.

688 3251

76 CHEVY VAN-tm windows. 8 pass . body
rusty but sold. 6 cyl standard OependeM >
ecorwmlcal T.R -352-8167
•76 Camaro. 3 apeed. new pant, clutch, front
and $2,200 Cal 352-7153.
Stereo with AM7FM radio, tumtaba. 4 8-lrack
win stand Cal 352-2505 from 8-5
1974 Comet, good condition
make any offer
352-2322. evening

TO MY "PSEUOO" DATE. SUETHE NEXT TatE YOU NEED A DATE PARTY
DATE - TRY THE BARN I'M SURE THERE IS
SOMETHING THERE MORE YOUR TYPE. OH
WELL. AT LEAST THE BARN WAS AN APPRO
PWATE PLACE FOR THE DATE PARTY. BECAUSE THATS WHERE YOU BELONG

14 ou ft GE retrtg w/bear dapenalng kit Cal
362-2110 after 5 00 pm

To Panda Bear m 329. look In your rrvasbox lor a
surprise Your Dee Gee anchor Ma el 344
love* you'l UTB

SWEATSHflTS CUSTOM IMPRINTED WITH
YOUR OWN DESIGN FOR GROUP. CLUB,
■DORM. FLOOR, ETC AS LOW AS $8 50 EA
COMPLETE CONTACT CAMPUS REP OR
MR. ALLEN AT 1-517-265-9566

Undargnkluala Student Government we accept
applications tor Cabinet assistants through
October 1 Positions include aaaatants to
Student Wetare: Pubic ResMora: Academic
Altars: Traaaurar, National. State, and Communay Attars; and University Committees Coordinators Get Involved1 Appscatlona are available
In 405 Student Services

JOY GEARY
WE ARE ONLY
114
DAYS AWAY. HANG IN THERE
LOVE ALWAYS. JOSE

Female roommate needed to share apactoue
two bedroom apartment Own bedroom and
bath Included lor Juat ussfmonih pan utilities. Hint leave a message In my O C MB
»1I0* end I ww csH A.S.A.P.

Huffs Lasd Furniture Rudolph
Open 6-8 Monday-Friday

SJ_

Jvn Thanks a tot lor the CeautHul roee you gave
ma It rsesy made my day You're real spacal to
me too Love, Ruth

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)

Try DsJenedsttos Sub-Me-Ouick
Paaa Patter t Garlic Bread It's the Beat
homemade epaghem sauce Mound
Cal 352 4663 tor last tree dstvery

STEVE BFSOGS.
HAPPY 20th BIRTHOAYi
I LOVE YOU'I
UNOA

The I,anal of Second Mooney—
Thanks lor M me concern during my Under
the Weather" days AND A SPECIAL THANKS
TO - Taml. Carol. Dawn. Lisa, Teresa Chris,
Laurie. Laa and of course R A Kandra Your
las? a graaSy appracaled —Room218

Caribbean Crush
Caribbean Crush
I Crush

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

Needed: Ha names of students who have
started any type ol buameas Information wl be
used lor s study Cal Mary. 372-1408
Thanks'

STACEY COX - I HOPE YOU'RE GETTING
READY FOR INSPIRATION WEEK BECAUSE
VU CERTAJNIY DESERVE ITI I'M SO EXCTTED FOR MY LITTLE. LOVE - JSLL

Sweatee! Day Get Away raffls to Chicago. A
weekend of fun ( excitement Oct 18 S IB.
Sponsored by Assoc lor Career Women in BA

CARDS lor al occasions
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge
Open tonne til 8 p m.

352-3551

Btenvenue a a Maaon Franraae. Tuesday Oct
1 at 7:00 Iota Chun fondue —al you can eat
tor »1 50 Sea you there! Any Questions? Csl
372-2671.

WANTED

Get involved! Appscahons are stB ■ aeejiln for
UnOergraduate Student Government cabinet
assistant* m the USG office. 40S Student
Services Get involved In the voice of the
eludentel

GAMMA PHIS
GAMMA PHIS
OAMMAPHIS

FOR SALE
1t»0 Chevy Citation
Attar 6:00 p.m. weekdays
Cal 372 6300 or 372-2687
Ask for Lea

NEVER AGAIN

FUZZY DUCK
8 months • pm The Greateel Raabonship In
the whoa work)
I LOVE YOU
Ducky Fu2*

LOST AND FOUND

F"TheBGNews*

LSAT • MCAT ■ GMAT • QBE
NTE • CPA REVIEW ■ MCLEX
STANLEY KAPLAN ED CENTER
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION
1418) 538-3701 TOLEDO

DEE ZEE'S.
THANKSI
WE LOVE YOUIII
The Brothers of Sigma Nu

Caribbean Crush Date Party
Oairee Phi Sets

CAMPUS GIRL SCOUTS
Al welcome. Coma see what we're about. Cal
372-3580 lor more c

with coupon

LOW-

ALPHA XI DELTA
SMKA PHI EPSM.0N
BETA THETA PI
A WtNtetHQ OREEK WEEK COatSO

WOMEN AS LEADERS SYMPOSIUM
presented by The Washington Canter
Featured speakers, excessnt axparionce. and
spacal events n Washington OC Receive
academic credit, echoterehipe and housing
evasaca Prepare early for jobs at the top! For
into contact Jon Reed. Center for Academic
Otjoone. 372-8202, 231 Admin

ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA
$5.95

GREEK WEEK It HEKI
OBEEK WEEK IS HEMI
OBEEK WEEK IS HEREI

Happy 21MIII Always Love You.
I was proud of you ma weekend T MS

OC YOU KNOW
What cuadrangie was bust on the former site ot
a dry dump?
A Haahman
B Kraactar
C Rodger*
0 Mac Donald
Be aura to check tomorrows paper for the
anawart

WEEK as!
WEEK III
WEEK HI

GREEK WEEK IS HEREI
OREEK WEEK IS HERCI
ORESK WEEK IS HEREI

Debba Whean. Congrahjaaons and beat
wanes wSh Menahonl Love ys Moss « Tar

Eric: Although the past hasn't been exactly
"roses" between us. I couldn't be happier with
everything now I love the rose, but I love you
more...Love. Caren

Alpha Oam Pledgee:
Keep up the great work. We love you gavel
Lass the Slaters ol Alpha Oam.

Open information meeting
October 2. 1985. 9 00pm
The French House on Sorority Row

Tttant'*
we deliver

THE GREEN TAMBOURINE
USED AND ALTERNATIVE RECORDS
THE OREEN TAMBOURINE
BEST PRICES PROOF OF UTAH 3D
THE GREEN TAMBOURINE
157 CLOUGH AT SOUTH PROSPECT

CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS

KAPPA DELTA COOKIE-GRAMS
Sold Sept. 23-Oct 4 at your eorortty houee
Sugar cookas decorated with the greek attars
of your choice Datvered Oct 7 anywhere on
campus wtai your mileage. Al for kat 80MI
KELLY FRAZIER - CC»l0RATULATlONS ON
YOUR ALPHA GAM-ALPHA SK3 LAVAUERNO AND YOU THOUGHT YOU COULD KEEP
IT FROM YOUR BIG LOVE YA. CHPJS8V

Chriakan Weektey.
Congrats on your newly elected position to V.P.
of 8 O .8 W. — Oo you PN Mu leader
Love, your PH Mu sisters

RATES: per ad are 60" per line, $1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

a II True You Can Buy Jaapa lor $44 through
the US govammarvr? Gat the tacts today1 Cat
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 1784

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apaitnallt lor rent, parity of room,
cal 354-3533 lor Information

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREPAYMENT ia required tor all non-university related business and individuals.

Kdilett b> Tnide Michd Jaffe

NOTICE: The News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please
come to 214 West Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news will not be
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions.

1
5
'0
H
15
16
l<*

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

IB
20
2i

(For Wiling purposes only)

23
29
26

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

29
34
35

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear
Campus 4 City Events*
Lost& Found
RkJea
Services Offered
Personate
•Campus/City Event ads are published tree ol charge for one day for a

36
37
41
42
43
44
46
48
49
51
55
60
61

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

63
64

65
66

non-profit event or meeting only
67
66

Dates of Insertion .

Total number of days .

Ma. to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bov«*ng Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
: 372-2601

:

J

ACROSS
No*ei>»t
O'FiWtttly
TtfKMrsand
lanktrt '
Short ditiance
Both. Pratu
Set (orth
YOfKantra rivar
Super sleuth ot
d(ma novt i s
Sacred ob«*ci
Var
Winsona's
haart
Pragmalisl.
usually
Collect
Bus) la
Persian poet
•tal
Commented
PartolOEO
Haavy Tyrolean
cloth
Pwiod
Saa 6i Across
King topper
Red dye
Kuan
Haanated
Wind-worn
Robot drama
Norse saga
Pump reading.
Plane part
Kind ot forest
Cloak and
dagger type
Alaskan mind
The Lone
Ranger's
companion
Otherwise
Gentlemen
Prater Blonde*
author
Scornful laugh
Cenam turning
points?

DOWN
1 Country road
2 "
tova
3 First graders
quartet
4 Emcees need

5 Bowling scores

6 Hengist s
brother
7 Adherent
B Stevedore's
work site
9 Full-length
headline
10 'Pmatore
chorister
11 Kon
12 Psyche a suitor
13 Contined
16 Vocalist Vikki
22 City on the
Sayhan
24 Stock
26 Small amount
27 Computer unit
28 Hoosier humor
1st George
30 Garden spot
31 Features ot
5 Across
32 Pyle or Banks
33 Input
34 Place tor a
dorm
35 Take the silver
38 Summer TV
fare
39 Shapes up

40 Earth Prefix
45 Neptune's nearest neighbor
46 City desk figure
47 Unusual
50 Beatrice s
beloved
5i Graduate exam
52 Marcus Porous
of old Roma

Broz
Erelong
Be in a slew
Chnstiania
today
58
dint
59 Caustics
62 One. lo
Pompidou

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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large eggplant
tablespoons olive oil
small onion, finely chopped
clove garlic, minced
cup raw green pepper, finely
chopped
1 vs tablespoons lemon juice
coarsely ground pepper

Slice eggplant in half and rub with
1 tablespoon of Ihe oil. Place halves
cut side down on baking pan.
Broil on middle rack of oven for
20 lo 25 minutes, or until eggplant
is quite soft. Cool slightly. Scoop out]
pulp and mash well with fork.
Saute onion and garlic in remain
ing oil until brown. Stir into eggplant
pulp with remaining ingredients.
Chill for 2 or 3 hours. Sprinkle with
chopped parsley and serve with
bread rounds or toast.
Yield: about 2V4 cups
Approx. cal/serv.: V4 cup - 75
1 Tablespoon - 10
Heart Healthy Recipes are from the Third
Edison of the American Heart Association
&x*tx>ok Copynght e 1973. 1975. 1979 by
"" American Heart Asaociation, Inc.

